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Tarve tälle työlle on noussut sanomapalvelinsoveluksissa (servers) esiintyvistä  ongel-
mista. Sanomapalvelinsovelluksia käytetään lähettämään ja vastaanottamaan sanomia 
paperiteollisuuden myynnin ja jakelun järjestelmässä maantieteellisesti erillään olevista 
paperiteollisuuden tehtaista. Sanomapalvelinsovelusten kunnollinen toimivuus on tär-
keää koko järjestelmän toimivuuden kannalta, koska nämä palvelimet käsittelevät päi-
vittäin tuhansia sanomia, jotka sisältävät merkityksellistä järjestelmätietoa. Tässä työssä 
on tutkittu mahdollisia toteutustekniikoita ja näihin tutkimuksiin pohjautuen toteutettu 
työkalut sanomapalvelinsovellusten testaukseen ja valvontaan. Sovellus-
arkkituuritekniikoita tutkittaessa tutkimus rajattiin 3-tasoarkkitehtuuritekniikkaan, eri-
tyisesti TUXEDOTM -järjestelmätekniikkaan, koska toteutettavaa sovellusta käytetään 
hajautetussa sovellusympäristössä. Sovellusasiakkaan (client) toteutusta varten tutkittiin 
ja vertailtiin XML-tekniikkaa ja Microsoft Visual C++ -tekniikkaa käytettynä Tieto-
Enatorin Phobos Interaktiivisen C++ -luokkakirjaston kanssa. XML-tekniikoita sekä 
Visual C++ ja Phobos-luokkakirjasto –tekniikkaa tutkittiin niiltä osin, mitä tarvittiin sa-
nomamerkkijonojen katseluun. XML-tietokantatekniikoita tutkittiin mahdollisena vaih-
toehtona tietokanta ja sovelluspalvelintekniikalle. Työn ensimmäisenä tavoitteena oli 
toteuttaa työkalu sanomapalvelinsovellusten testaamiseen. Toisena tavoitteena oli to-
teuttaa työkalu sanomien sisällön oikeellisuuden valvontaan. Kolmantena tavoitteena oli 
analysoida olemassaolevaa sanomavirheiden valvontasovellusta ja kehittää sitä eteen-
päin. Diplomityön tuloksena toteutettiin sovellus sanomapalvelinsovellusten tes-
taamiseen ja valvontaan. Tutkituista asiakassovelustekniikoista valittiin toteutus-
tekniikaksi MS Visual C++ käytettynä Phobos Interaktiivisen C++ luokkakirjaston 
kanssa tekniikan tunnettavuuden vuoksi. 3-taso TUXEDOTM-tekniikka valittiin sovel-
luksen arkkitehtuuriksi. Lisäksi löydettiin parannuksia olemassa oleviin sanoma-
virheiden valvontatoimintoihin. Tutkitut toteutustekniikat ovat yleisiä ja niitä voidaan 
käyttää, kun toteutetaan samanlaisia sovelluksia samanlaisiin sovellusympäristöihin. 
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The need for this thesis has arisen from the failures in the message servers that are used 
to send and receive messages to a paper industry’s sales and logistics system from geo-
graphically separate paper mill systems. The failures have been resulted from the server 
errors and incorrect message data. The proper function of the message servers is impor-
tant for the whole system because they are handling daily thousands of messages con-
taining important system data. In this thesis have been studied the possible techniques 
and based on the studies implemented tools for testing and monitoring the message 
servers. The application architecture studies were restricted to three-tier architecture 
technique, especially BEA’s TUXEDOTM system technique, because application was to 
be used in distributed application environment. For an application client implementation 
was studied and compared XML and Microsoft Visual C++ used with TietoEnator’s 
Phobos Library of Interactive C++ Classes. XML techniques, Visual C++ and Phobos 
Library of Interactive C++ Classes were studied in parts that were needed for viewing 
message strings. XML database techniques are studied as possible option for database 
and server side techniques. The first goal for this thesis was to implement tools for test-
ing the message servers. The second goal was to implement a tool for monitoring the 
correctness of messages’ content. The third goal for this thesis was to analyze current 
message error monitoring functions and seek amendments for them. As a result of this 
thesis, the application for testing and monitoring messages server functionality is im-
plemented using Visual C++ and Phobos Library of Interactive C++ Classes because of 
the familiarity of technique. The three-tier TUXEDO was chosen to the architecture of 
the application. Furthermore, there were found amending solutions to the shortages in 
the message error monitoring functions. The studied implementation methods are gen-
eral and can be used when implementing similar applications into similar environments. 
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SYNOPSIS 

API  Application Programming Interface 

ACID  Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability principles for transac-

tion processing applications 

ATMI  Application-To-Transaction Monitor Interface 

BLOB   Binary Large Object 

CSS   Cascading Style Sheets  

DBMS  Database Management System 

DOM  Document Object Model  

DSSL   Document Style Semantics and Specification Language 

DTD  Document Type Definition  

FM  Fenix Messaging  

FSM   Fenix Standard Message 

FML   File Manipulation Language 

GUI   Graphical User Interface 

JAXP  Java API for XML Parsing  

JDBC  Java Database Connectivity  

HTML  HyperText Markup Language 

HTTP   Hypertext Transfer Protocol  

MFC   Microsoft Foundation Class 

MV   Message Viewer 

ODBC  Open Database Connectivity 

PCDATA  Parsed Character Data 

TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol 

TP Monitor   Transaction Processing Monitor 

SAX  Simple API for XML  

SEH   Windows Structured Exception Handling 

SGML  Standard Generalized Markup Language 

SQL  Structured Query Language 

URL    Uniform Resource Locator 

WAP   Wireless Application Protocol 

XML  Extensible Markup Language  
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XQL  XML Query Language  

XSL  Extensible Stylesheet Language  

XSLT  XSL Transformations  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The need for this thesis has been arisen from the failures in the message servers that are 

used to send and receive messages to a paper industry’s sales and logistics system from 

the geographically separate paper mill systems. The problem has been that the message 

servers have not been working correctly and the servers have had to handle erroneous 

data resulting from the users' misbehavior, application errors or wrong messaging inter-

face definitions in the mill systems’ side. 

There have been reasons why the servers are not working correctly. Firstly, while com-

municating a long list of parameters between different mill systems there is always a 

chance that some parameter is not carefully enough defined and will therefore result in 

out of given limits. Secondly, there have not been proper tools for testing message serv-

ers when they were developed and therefore coding errors in the servers have been 

common. Thirdly, when new paper mill systems are being connected to central system, 

it is a reality that messaging interfaces are not understood well enough and wrong data 

is being sent into to central system. 

The message servers are a very critical part for the whole system and therefore bugs in 

them are causing major harm for the function of the whole system. Furthermore, seek-

ing reasons for the errors and correcting the bugs in application area message servers are 

taking a lot of time from developers – time they could have been using in developing 

the system further. Therefore a tool for testing and monitoring messaging concept has 

been in urgent need.  

In the tool it would be good to have at least following features. Firstly, because it is dif-

ficult for a human to seek wrong data in the long message strings, it would be good to 

have a tool for viewing the messages in a field and segment level. The tool would parse 

the messages, show them segment-by-segment and field-by-field and show field names 

for the message data. Secondly, message handling could be tested with the test mes-

sages if there would be a proper tool to manually modify, resend and re-received these 

messages. Thirdly, it would be helpful if there were a better tool for viewing messaging 

errors from message error logs, since the current Error Log application has many short-

ages. The mentioned features in the application could also be used for correcting mes-
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sages with wrong data. The name “Message Viewer” (MV) was chosen for such an ap-

plication. 

In this thesis is studied and compared different ways to implement the message testing 

and monitoring application and after studies chosen the best for the respective system. 

The studies are restricted to following techniques. The application was to be used in dis-

tributed environment, therefore three-tier architecture technique, especially BEA’s 

TUXEDOTM system technique, was to be studied for implementing an application into 

distributed environment. When preliminary studies were made on the field of client im-

plementation techniques two possible candidates to be used in implementation were 

found: XML technique and Microsoft Visual C++ used with TietoEnator’s Phobos Li-

brary of Interactive C++ Classes. XML techniques are studied in parts that are needed 

for MV tool e.g. for viewing message strings. Visual C++ and Phobos Library of Inter-

active C++ Classes are introduced and shown what components they offer for message 

string viewing. In this work it is assumed that the developers are familiar with Visual 

C++ development and know Phobos, so presenting these techniques in detailed level are 

beyond this work. In addition, XML database techniques are studied as a possible op-

tion for the database and server side techniques. 

In addition to these techniques C++ object model, relational database techniques, Tie-

toIPC communication software and the general knowledge of the messaging logic in the 

message servers are needed for building the MV application. The C++ object model and 

relational database techniques are well know techniques in a big software house as Tie-

toEnator, so they are beyond this thesis. An exception is made in C++ exception han-

dling which is an essential technique in terms of Fenix Messaging. The functionality of 

TietoIPC is beyond this thesis so it is only mentioned as messaging communication 

software. The logic of the message servers is introduced in general level for better un-

derstanding the needs of MV application. The same is done with the message parsers. 

The topic "testing and monitoring mill connection messages” is quite large and com-

mon. The topic has been arisen from the three major goals for this thesis. First was to 

get some short of message testing platform for testing message servers. Secondly there 

was a need to monitor the message’s content correctness in central system in human 

readable form. The third goal for this thesis was to analyze current message error moni-

toring system and seek amendments for it.  
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In this thesis is studied and compared distributed architecture technique TUXEDO and 

XML database techniques, and in the other hand, client implementation techniques: 

XML, Visual C++ and Phobos Library of Interactive C++ Classes. The results of the 

studies can be used when implementing similar applications into similar environments. 

1.1 Fenix System 

This thesis has been done in the service of TietoEnator and the resulting application is 

going to be part of the StoraEnso´s sales and logistics system, called Fenix.  

Current number of users of Fenix is more than 2000 (in the end of the 2002). More than 

100 persons are working for development, maintenance, user support, system manage-

ment, roll out support and the training of the system. Fenix is used on operative level in 

11 mills and in all 30 sales companies. Plans are to roll out the system to all StoraEnso 

paper, board and pulp mills in Europe (more than 30 mills) during the next 3 years. 

Fenix is used around the clock due to time zones. [40]  

Fenix communicates with the mills systems through the Fenix Messaging concept. After 

Fenix has been rolled out to all mills Fenix Messaging should cope with 15 000 000 unit 

message (production capacity of StoraEnso in a year) that is 41 000 messages per day. 

In order to system work reliably in the presence of malfunctioning the system should at 

least double the amount, which is up to 60 messages in a minute. [5] 

Currently Fenix covers following application areas: Basic Database System, Rough 

Production Planning, Sales desk, Logistics and Steering Reporting. Fenix Messaging is 

used in all other application areas except Steering Reporting. 

1.2 Fenix Messaging Concept and Related Terms 

Some general terms appearing throughout this thesis had special meanings. Those terms 

are defined here. Also the Fenix Messaging concept is introduced in a general level. 

The Fenix system is connected to other mill systems through so called Fenix Messaging 

(FM) concept that is shown in Figure 1 [12]. This work was has been concentrated 

around that concept. In the Fenix documentation many terms can be found around FM 
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concept. The names like Fenix Messaging, Fenix Messaging Concept, Fenix Message 

Handling and Fenix Message Framework has been used. Throughout this thesis is used 

the term Fenix Messaging (FM) for general Fenix Messaging logic and the applications 

covering Fenix message handling. These applications are TietoIPC (message communi-

cation software), Fenix general message servers that utilize the communication software 

while sending and receiving data to and from Fenix and the application area specific 

message servers. (The application area specific message servers implement the applica-

tion logic in each application area. For example logistics message server implements 

waybill, unit, unit status etc. -handling.) In a few cases the term Fenix Message Han-

dling may be used for better reading instead of term Fenix Messaging. In this thesis 

those terms are synonyms.  

 

 

 

The term Fenix Messaging Framework is used when referring specially to Fenix defined 

C++ classes used in Fenix Messaging. In generally the term Fenix Framework is used 

when it is referred to general Fenix defined C++ business classes, on which the Fenix 

application development is taken place. The term Fenix Messaging Framework differs 

from the term Fenix Messaging in the matter that it does not cover application area spe-

cific message servers, but general Fenix Messaging logic.  

In this thesis the term Message Context Service is meant one application area specific 

message service that is inside an application area specific message server. (These are 

related to TUXEDO specific terms server and service that are later introduced in chapter 
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Figure 1 Fenix Messaging concept 
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2, Figure 2. For example in logistics application area waybill, unit status and unit han-

dling are done in the separate services inside a message server.) One application are 

specific message server can contain one or several incoming or outgoing Message Con-

text Services. The logical message is one either incoming or outgoing message that can 

be processed with Message Context Service. For the logical message has been defined 

the segments and fields it contains. (In Appendix I is shown one logical message in Tie-

toIPC format and its’ message description.) The service is TUXEDO specific program 

part in TUXEDO server that implements one logical business task.  

There are usually one or more Message Context Services in each application area of 

Fenix. The Message Context Services are either sending or receiving services. The 

sending Message Context Service (also called an outbound message service) is a service 

that takes application data from Fenix database, puts it into ASCII string format and 

passes it over to TietoIPC communication application for sending to mill system. In the 

ASCII string message data field and segment separators separate fields and segments. 

The receiving Message Context Service (also called an inbound message service) re-

ceives an ASCII string from TietoIPC application, that mill system has sent, parses it 

and updates the received data into Fenix database.  

Even tough the message content differ a quite much from an application area to another 

FM can handle all the application area messages. Fenix Standard Message (FSM) is the 

general term for the (logical) message that is handled in FM. The Fenix Messaging is 

introduced in more detailed level in chapter 3.6. 

1.3 A Virtual Mill Needed? 

When thesis contract was made with TietoEnator the topic of this thesis was “Develop-

ing a Virtual Mill”. With the idea of virtual mill was meant a virtual mill system that 

could be used to generate messages for testing Fenix Messaging.  

The virtual mill was to be mill system that would receive messages from Fenix, do the 

things that a mill system does to the message data and send messages back to Fenix. In 

practice the virtual mill would work as mill system works but automatically. The level 

of automation for the virtual mill was a question. It was known that to build a system 

that would be completely automatic mill system would be probably too big an effort. 
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Therefore it was thought that the virtual mill would be in certain level semi-automatic 

system where a user input would be needed.  

Further studies on the subject Virtual Mill showed that even coding a virtual mill of cer-

tain usefulness would take too much effort and would be too expensive. Something 

cheaper and more rapidly made solution would be needed. In the first phase it seemed 

more reasonable to code an application that a system user or a developer could use to 

properly test and monitor message server’s functionality. In the studies was got an idea 

that by editing old messages, re-receiving and resending them the Fenix Messaging 

could be tested and the most errors be found. Since, it was know that all received and 

sent messages were saved into temporary database tables and editing them would be 

possible. 

1.4 Error Handling in Fenix Messaging  

A proper error handling mechanism for the Fenix Messaging (FM) is essential part of 

the functionality of system. As mentioned above, FM is very prone to errors. Firstly, 

while communicating a long list of parameters between different mill systems there is 

always a chance that some parameter is not carefully enough defined and will result in 

out of given limits. Secondly, when connecting new mill systems to Fenix system it is 

reality that messaging interfaces are not understood well enough and wrong data will be 

send into Fenix. 

When starting this thesis there already was error handling and monitoring system for the 

FM. The main part of that mechanism is a try-catch exception handling attached to the 

calls that are done to Message Context Services. When an error (or event that causes 

warning) happens, while calling the services in the general message server, an exception 

is thrown and catch block handles the event; an event text is saved in the database (ER-

RORLOG table) and log files. After that Event Log application can be used for viewing 

the message server events in the database and also the log files can be search for reason 

to the errors in message handling.  

However there have been some shortcomings and problems in the FM error handling 

and Event Log program. In this thesis these problems and shortcomings are to be stud-

ied and possible solutions and amendments are to be sought to them. 
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1.5 Goals Summary 

To sum up the goals, there was more than one goal for this thesis. The first goal was to 

build an application that could be used for testing the message servers' functionality. In 

practice, the tool could be used for editing and resending and re-receiving temporarily 

saved messages in the business database. Second goal was to implement a tool for 

monitoring the correctness of messages' content. For this, there was a need to compare 

two client implementation techniques for the message testing and monitoring applica-

tion and choose the best for the respective system. The XML techniques and Visual 

C++ used with Phobos Library of Interactive C++ Classes were chosen as client imple-

mentation techniques to be further studied in this work. In this phase, XML database 

techniques are also studied as possible option for database and server side techniques. 

The application was to be used in distributed environment. Therefore three-tier architec-

ture technique, especially BEA’s TUXEDOTM system technique, was to be studied for 

implementing an application into distributed environment. Thirdly, there was found a 

need to analyze shortcomings and further develop the existing Fenix message error han-

dling concept for better error monitoring.  

Because this thesis is done for a specific system as Fenix, the resulting application is 

going to be also a quite specific application, but certain principles used in the applica-

tion development can be used in other similar applications as well. 

1.6 The Structure of Thesis 

This Thesis is divided into 7 chapters. In the Introduction chapter, the problem area and 

the studying methods are introduced. The second chapter of the thesis, Theory of Fenix 

3-tier Architecture, is a quite large where there are dealt with some principles of coding 

database applications for a large number of users and many simultaneous transactions. 

That part is useful for coding any application that has similar architecture even though 

the application per se might be quite different. In the third chapter, Fenix Messaging 

Techniques are dealt with some techniques used in a development of large scale appli-

cation software and especially Fenix Messaging. In that chapter, the status handling, 

tracing, Fenix Messaging etc. techniques are introduced. The fourth chapter is fairy 

general level theory of XML. In that chapter XML is studied in parts that are relevant in 
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order to use XML as presentation means of message data. In the fifth chapter the XML 

and database technologies are introduced, the emphasis is on the relational database 

techniques that are relevant for the MV application. In that part it is tried to figure out 

what kind of things are needed to take into account when writing an application using 

XML database technology. In the chapter the emphasis is on the relational database 

technology, since it is used in Fenix. In the sixth chapter the studies in the earlier chap-

ters are used for writing the steps in MV application development in two technologies, 

the XML and Visual C++. Finally, in the chapter seven is shown the general results of 

this thesis and conclusion are drawn. 
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2 THEORY OF FENIX 3-TIER ARCHITECTURE 

2.1 Fenix Technical Environment 

It was chosen to start the theory part of this thesis with an introduction to technical envi-

ronment in which the Fenix Messaging is used. This lays ground for understanding later 

the problems in Fenix Messaging and also technical ground is laid for MV application’s 

architecture.  

Along with the database, the core of the Fenix system is BEA’s TUXEDO middleware. 

A good understanding of the TUXEDO usage is necessary for developing the needed 

MV application into Fenix environment. In this chapter the TUXEDO middleware us-

age will be presented in parts that are relevant for this task. In practice principles of TP 

monitors, TUXEDO clients and TUXEDO servers are discussed. 

TUXEDO (which stands for Transactions for UNIX, Enhanced for Distributed Opera-

tion) is a middleware product that uses a message-based communications system to dis-

tribute applications across various operating system platforms and databases. Tuxedo 

operates as an extension of the operating system: as a platform for execution as well as 

development, it is designed for the creation and administration of e-commerce online 

transaction processing (OLTP) systems. Originally developed at AT&T in the 1970s, 

Tuxedo was subsequently owned by Unix System Laboratories (USL), and then Novell 

before it was taken over by BEA Systems, the current owners. [1] 

Fenix is a client-server application. The Fenix clients and servers are developed on the 

TUXEDO client-server technique. Fenix is built using object oriented design and the 

basic TUXEDO handling classes are found in Fenix Framework. Fenix Framework is 

the set of Fenix C++ classes on which the application development is taken place. Fenix 

development environment is Microsoft Visual C++ version 4.2 used with Phobos 4.5 

function library and Win NT/2000 operating system. The client code is compiled and 

run in windows. The server code is developed with Visual C++, but later it is compiled 

and run in HP-UX operating system. Fenix database is Sybase ASE 12.0.  
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In the following chapters TUXEDO 3-tier architecture techniques and TUXEDO parts 

in 3-tier Fenix Framework are introduced. 

2.2 TUXEDO 3-tier Architecture in General 

A TUXEDO application’s architecture is so called 3-tier architecture - a tier describing 

the logical partitioning of an application across client and servers. 3-tier architecture 

splits processing load between 1) clients running the graphical user interface (GUI) 

logic, 2) the application server running business logic, and 3) the database and/or legacy 

application. The TP monitor resides between client and servers. Before introducing the 

TUXEDO client and server, TP monitors are presented. The database solution, used in 

Fenix, is out of the scope of this work. [1]  

2.3 TP Monitor  

The Fenix system has currently over 2000 users. Some application is needed to balance 

the database load for such multi-user software.  In Fenix, TUXEDO Transaction Proc-

essing Monitor (TP monitors) is used to balance the database load. TP monitors break 

complex application logic into pieces of code called services. Using transactions, a TP 

monitor can get these pieces of software that know nothing about each other to act in 

total unison. [6] 

TP monitors reside between client and servers in three-tier software architecture. They 

manage transactions, route them across systems, load balance their execution, restart 

them after failures and ensure that the transactions are completed accurately. TP moni-

tors improve overall system performance.  [6] 

The TP monitor introduces an event driven programming style on the server side, where 

services – which act as event handlers - are associated with server events. In an event 

the function call is exported and not the data itself. This means you can keep adding 

function calls and let the TP Monitor distribute that function over multiple servers. TP 

monitor enable the creation of highly complex applications by just adding more ser-

vices. [6] 
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The TP Monitor guarantees that unrelated services work together in ACID unison. 

ACID stands for atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability – principles transaction 

processing applications live by. [6] The TP monitor runtime enforces the ACID disci-

pline without requiring any specialized application code other than begin/end transac-

tion.  

2.4 TUXEDO Clients 

The TUXEDO TM System book defines a TUXEDO client as a software module that 

gathers and presents data to a TUXEDO application for processing. Client software can 

reside on a personal computer (PC) or a workstation (WS) as part of the front end of an 

application. [1] 

For example Fenix system’s users can receive orders to buy products in a number of 

forms: by phone, mail and fax machines. In each case, orders must be converted into an 

electric form so that they can be fulfilled by the application’s order handling program. 

Thus order entry clerks might convert voice and paper orders by entering them on a 

computer terminal or PC. On the other hand, customer can make paper orders directly 

from a web application, the orders will be sent to a web server and finally orders can be 

read for processing from a web server. The software modules that gather and render or-

ders ready for processing are this application’s TUXEDO clients. 

This example shows that in a distributed business application, the TUXEDO client 

software resides very close to where data is gathered from sources outside of the appli-

cation. The TUXEDO clients bring the orders into the application. They do this by 

shipping them to functions for processing. These functions are called TUXEDO service 

routines [1] and are introduced later. The function shipping itself is performed when a 

TUXEDO client issues a call to a TUXEDO communication routine that is responsible 

for transmitting the order to a TUXEDO service routine [1].  

When building a TUXEDO application it is important to clearly define how and where 

data enters into an application. This enables a developer to write client programs that 

effectively gather, format, and ship data to application functions. [1]  
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In practice, TUXEDO is planned the thin client principle in mind where the client is 

used only as an input device for gathering the user input, containing as little as possible 

of the application logic, and the main program logic is implemented into the TUXEDO 

server. [1] 

2.4.1 TUXEDO Client in Technical Terms 

Almost any kind of software module can be a TUXEDO client program. The only real 

requirement of such a program is that it should be able to call routines in the TUXEDO 

communications library. These routines are collectively known as ATMI, for Applica-

tion-To-Transaction Monitor Interface. Simply by calling the ATMI client initialization 

routine, a program becomes a TUXEDO client. That is, it becomes recognized be the 

TUXEDO System as an entity that can initiate work within a TUXEDO application 

(ACID principle). [1] 

Client programs access the TUXEDO System by calling the TUXEDO ATMI library of 

C routines (or COBOL procedures). The majority of routines in the ATMI library fall 

into one of three categories: buffer management, transaction control, or communica-

tions. Buffer management will be dealt with later in the chapter FML-buffers. The 

Transaction control mechanism ensures that all work performed with a single TUXEDO 

transaction is treated as a logical unit as it was dealt with in TP monitor chapter. Most 

of the calls in the ATMI library support the different communication styles available to 

developers. These calls are the ones that tie distributed programs together by allowing 

them to send and receive data to one another. [1] 

2.4.2 TUXEDO Client in Fenix Messaging 

In Fenix Messaging the TietoIPC (see Figure 1) communication software works as cli-

ent for the receiving message server. It passes the messages, which are brought over 

TCP/IP layer, to the receiving message server by calling the server’s functions. For the 

sending message servers any business application that initiates message sending can be 

a client.  
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In Fenix, the TUXEDO clients are build by including needed Fenix framework classes 

and TUXEDO function libraries into the client class. For example FML buffer class for 

application message communication (CTxMessage) is included into client.  In chapter 

2.6, FML buffers and its Fenix class are introduced.  

2.5 TUXEDO Servers 

Having introduced the TUXEDO clients, the servers – the objects of a client’s call - can 

be discussed according to the TUXEDO TM System book [1]. As mentioned the client 

gathers and sends application’s input data to procedures in TUXEDO servers. The busi-

ness logic that the servers contain is encapsulated in procedures called TUXEDO ser-

vices. A TUXEDO server is a collection of one or more TUXEDO services. The TUX-

EDO service routines are the targets of clients’ requests for processing. When a client 

wants to perform an operation, say “MakeOrder” the procedure to which its data is 

shipped is a TUXEDO service. This routine could be a C function or COBOL procedure 

of the same name. [1] 

In the TUXEDO System, services are the set of routines that embody an enterprise’s 

business rules. That is, the application designers decide on the set of logical services 

that define their business, and then write the set of corresponding routines that imple-

ment them. Once defined, these routines make up the allowable set of services offered 

to clients for the purpose of processing the data that clients bring into the application. 

[1] 

In the Fenix mail-order example, you could imagine that “Add_Cust”, “Retrieve_Cust”, 

“Place_Order”, and “Cancel_Order” would be among the services offered to TUXEDO 

client writers. A well-defined set of services greatly simplifies the job of writing TUX-

EDO client programs. This is because the options for processing external data are lim-

ited to the published set of TUXEDO services written for the application. More impor-

tantly, a TUXEDO client program that invokes “Place_Order” has no knowledge about 

how an order is actually placed, which databases are involved, or the location of the 

data. If the implementation of these services changes or if the databases are moved to 

new machines, the client program is not affected. This is because in TUXEDO’s ATMI 

routines services are invoked by name for example – “Place_Order” –rather than be ad-
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dress. Such a name is called location transparent because a service name, like 

“Place_Order”, does not refer to a particular network address or physical location. [1] 

2.5.1 TUXEDO Service 

According to the TUXEDO TM System [1] book a TUXEDO service is a C routine or 

COBOL procedure that implements a business task. For example “Place_Order” service 

updates the Order database with the customer’s order. The service consists of following: 

the name of the service, the service’s required input parameters, the specific processing 

on those inputs, and the output values or list of errors that will be returned to the client 

as a result of the processing. [1] 

2.5.1.1 Request/Response Services 

A TUXEDO request/response service routine is similar to a procedure call insofar as it 

accepts input parameters, processes these, and then possibly returns output parameters 

and a return value. Once a service routine completes, there is no state information or 

context maintained by the TUXEDO System with respect to any particular pair of client 

and service. That is, once a reply is returned, the client and service are dissociated from 

one another. The client will most likely invoke another service to perform some other 

function, while the service routine will most likely service another client’s request. If 

state information needs to be retained between a client and a service then programs 

would use a variant of the TUXEDO service routine called a conversational service. [1] 

2.5.1.2 Conversational Services 

A TUXEDO conversational service routine allows a client to have an application-

defined interaction with a service that can be more complex than the simple re-

quest/response interaction. With a conversational service, a client first makes a logical 

connection with a named service, and then receives a descriptor for subsequent interac-

tions. The client and service then partake in an application-defined set of send—receive 

exchanges. This set of exchanges forms an application protocol. Normally, the service 

routine terminates the conversation by returning. This signifies to the client that the 

conversation has ended. This exchange is analogous to a telephone conversation where 
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the caller and callee exchange one or more “messages” until the call ends they both 

hang up. [1] 

2.5.2 TUXEDO Server in Technical Terms 

As mentioned earlier, a TUXEDO server program encapsulates one or more service rou-

tines into an executable program that can be started, stopped, and monitored by the 

TUXEDO administrative system. The TUXEDO System imposes a particular structure 

on servers. A TUXEDO server contains three kinds of software: 1) TUXEDO run-time 

system. The starting point of a server program (known as main in C) is supplied by the 

TUXEDO run-time system. This allows the TUXEDO administrative system to have 

better control over starting and stopping servers. Once started the TUXEDO run time 

system controls the dispatching of client’s requests to application service routines 

within the server. The TUXEDO run-time system also manages the TUXEDO related 

resources that a server requires for communicating with clients and other servers. 2) 

Application Service Routines.  Application developers are responsible for writing 

these. They embody application’s business logic. 3) Application Server Initialization 

and Termination Routines. In addition to supplying service routines, the application 

developer can also write server initialization and termination routines. Typically, these 

routines are used for opening and closing resources, such as databases, that the services 

will access. The initialization routine is called by the TUXEDO runtime system after the 

program has become a TUXEDO server but before it accepts and dispatches any service 

requests. Likewise, the termination routine is called once a server has processed its last 

application request after receiving an administrative message telling it to shut down. 4) 

Other libraries.  Service routines will typically access resources on behalf of clients’ re-

quests. Often, a service accesses a relational database via embedded SQL. However, the 

services can access any libraries that they need to complete their job. This might include 

non-SQL databases, file managers, or other application supplied libraries, such as vali-

dation routines. [1] 
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2.5.3 Principles on Constructing Application’s Services  

It is good to have some principles for constructing application services in order to get 

full benefit of building the application in three tiers. For this the TUXEDO TM System 

[1] lists three principles: information hiding, service layering and business objects -

principles.  

Information hiding principle means that the server should not need to know client’s im-

plementation details nor the client the server’s. This means that client should not ship 

information to the server about the client’s input gathering techniques, such as the posi-

tion or names of fields on electronic forms and server should not get help from the cli-

ent to implement business logic. When information hiding principle is followed a 

change in client or server code does not forge to change the other side. [1] 

Service layering principle means that service should perform only one task instead of 

many. One individual service should not fulfill too much or too little functionality. 

When this principle is followed the complex services can be built from the simpler ones 

in combination. [1] 

In business object principle services should be designed around business objects and the 

ways in which they are manipulated. When business object principle is followed, and 

services are grouped into servers according to which objects they manipulate, the serv-

ers can be located to different machines as business grows to need more computing re-

sources. [1] 

2.5.4 TUXEDO Server in Fenix Messaging 

Fenix Messaging logic for receiving and sending messages is implemented into an ap-

plication area specific TUXEDO servers and general message servers. (Fenix applica-

tion areas needing for messaging are basic database system, rough production planning, 

allocation, sales desk and logistics.) These servers all called in general, Fenix message 

servers. The general message servers implement general message server logic for mes-

sage handling. The application area specific message servers implement application area 

specific messaging logic. 
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The general messaging logic covers inbound and outbound message parsers, part of 

status handling, polling for messages to be send, splitting long messages into parts for 

sending, assembling the received TietoIPC messages into logical messages, and saving 

messages into temporary messaging tables. The application area specific logic imple-

ments the gathering data from Fenix to be send to a mill system and receiving data from 

mill system to Fenix.  

The application specific message servers are inherited from Fenix framework TUXEDO 

server classes and are run in the TUXEDO domain (UNIX domain for TUXEDO). The 

general message servers are standalone servers and they do not require TUXEDO appli-

cation domain to run. 

A client for the message server in Fenix is, as mentioned, the business application (for 

sending message servers) or TietoIPC (for receiving message server).  

2.5.5 TUXEDO Service in Fenix Messaging 

In Fenix Messaging the TUXEDO services would be needed when building the search-

methods into temporary message tables. The MV application would use these methods 

to search for viewing the old messages. Also error data from the ERRORLOG table 

would be fetched using TUXEDO services. Thirdly resend and re-receive functions are 

to be implemented in the TUXEDO services. In chapter 5, the application part of this 

thesis the message search-methods are introduced in a more detailed level.  

In the MV application there is no need to retain the state information between a client 

and a service. Therefore in MV application the request/response type of communication 

should be used in the service calls. TUXEDO services are called using FML buffers that 

are introduced in the following. 

2.6 TUXEDO FML-buffers and Fenix 

FML (file manipulation language) is a set of C language functions for defining and ma-

nipulating storage structures called fielded buffers that contain attribute-value pairs in 

fields. The attribute is the field's identifier, and the associated value represents the field's 

data content. [1] 
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Fielded buffers provide a structure for communicating parameterized data between co-

operating processes, by providing named access to a set of related fields. Programs that 

need to communicate with other processes can use the FML software to provide access 

to fields without concerning themselves with the structures that contain them. [1] 

Within the BEA TUXEDO System, FML functions are used to manipulate fielded buff-

ers. [1] 

TUXEDO in Fenix 
In three-tier Fenix, FML buffers are probably the best known and understood part of 

TUXEDO. Every programmer needs to understand their use while communicating data 

from client to server and vice versa. In Figure 2 is shown how the FML buffers are re-

lated to the TUXEDO client, server, services and the database [25]. In Fenix, CTxMes-

sage -class that implements the FML buffer handling is needed to include in every 

TUXEDO client and server code. The class is build to use the BEA TUXEDO’s stan-

dard FML function library. The CTxMessage class supports several different data types, 

and into it are build plenty of buffer handling functions. In addition to basic functions to 

modify items in the buffer i.e. update, delete, add, count, get occurrences etc, the class 

supports item indexing, which fastens the searching of items in the buffer. One benefi-

cial property of the FML buffers is that the space is reserved only for the used values in 

the buffer and not like in C language table property in which the space is reserved for 

the whole table even there are not values for every sell in the table. [1]  
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Figure 2 BEA TUXEDO three-tier client-server application 
 
 

2.7 TUXEDO 3-tier Architecture and Fenix 

2.7.1 From Two-Tier to Three-Tier Fenix Framework 

There have been quite many problems in developing the Fenix system from the very 

beginning in the middle of 90´s. Fenix coding was started without any idea about the 

three-tier application development. Also the C++ object oriented software development 

was a quite new technique at the time when the very first Fenix program code line was 

written. Since the beginning of Fenix development these new techniques has been taken 

into use as they have shown necessary for successful Fenix development. In the middle 

of 90´s, when many key software development techniques were evolving in a rapid 

speed it was risky to try to implement such an organization wide system as Fenix. Soft-

ware developers were forced to implement new structures on the old techniques as the 

new techniques came to market.  
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In addition there was a lack of experienced developers in the late 90’s and many devel-

opers have been students and developing Fenix as their first programs. The code they 

have produced has not been in the level that this wide information system would require 

when it comes to good programming principles. In fact even if Fenix project had not 

have a good support from the influential Enso’s organization, Fenix application had 

never been developed into level of maturity it currently is, such a many difficulties has 

the system seen. 

The Fenix project was started using two tier model were clients took direct connections 

through the same ODBC-driver to the database. This technique was sped up with persis-

tent object and object repository technique in which software modules were loaded into 

a computer’s memory from an object state preserving repository. In addition to that to 

keep the database records in neat packets for client to handle they were encapsulated 

into model-collection class structures. In the early phase of Fenix development project, 

these techniques alone were noticed to be incapable to support hundreds and later thou-

sands simultaneous users at the same that the Fenix software would have. The early 

Fenix was not scalable at all. 

A model-collection system is a technique where a database row concerning a certain 

table in database is loaded into model class structure, and collection is a class structure 

that consists of models, in practice the database rows for a certain table. In the two-tier 

Fenix code database interface was implemented into parser-type modules where the 

parsers dynamically handled SQL statements for the model-collection structures. This 

way standard select, insert, update and delete functions could be passed to the database 

in organized manner.  

Since the two-tier technology did not meet the Fenix system requirements. The three-

tier Fenix architecture was to be implemented with following goals. Firstly, the goal 

was to reduce network overhead. This could be reached be implementing the bulk of the 

business logic to server side and this way move data processing close to data resource.  

Secondly, the goal was to reduce simultaneous database connections. Thirdly, it was a 

need to make database transactions shorter. These two goals could be reached by using 

the TP-monitor. Fourthly, it was possible get better scalability through hardware flexi-

bility and database partitioning and at the same time better portability. Yet better avail-

ability could be reached by using hardware clusters and service oriented architecture. 
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The fifth goal was better flexibility. By partitioning the application the changing busi-

ness needs could be met. [41] 

The three-tier TUXEDO architecture was implemented into Fenix using the principle 

add a new technique over old when it comes to market and seems to give necessary ad-

vancement compared to the old. The three-tier TUXEDO technique was taken into use 

when the significant portions of Fenix code had already been implemented. Besides 

that, the developers had still in mind the old two-tier model-collection concept when 

developing totally new three tier architecture software. The result has been a system 

with the old and new techniques mixed, laborious to maintain and disorganized archi-

tecture.  

In the three-tier TUXEDO architecture, two-tier like parser classes where not needed 

anymore, but it came to early standard to generate model-collection classes into TUX-

EDO client side for every database table. (This is done using Perl -class generation 

scripts.) The counterpart for the client in the server side is the generated services for the 

same tables. In mind was again standard interface to database and application logic is 

implemented in many cases into the client. This was not the thin client architectural 

principle (see chapter 2.4) that the TUXEDO was planned for. It is a paradox that 

nowadays many Fenix developers use the old model-collection -based interface to data-

base when developing Fenix and Fenix Framework people give it a support.  

There has been a lack of TUXEDO knowledge among Fenix developers when it comes 

to service constructing principles mentioned in chapter 2.5. Information hiding and ser-

vice layering principles has been a good aim in Fenix for more experienced developers. 

But they are not followed as general principle for all developers. Business object princi-

ple was implemented in Fenix only lately because of urgent performance reasons. 

Above mentioned principles should be used in MV development and old model-

collection-based should be avoided for the performance reasons. 

The lack of good TUXEDO knowledge among developers led initially to instable Fenix 

Framework. Fortunately amendments in Fenix development process and learning by 

doing have stabilized Fenix and it is becoming into the level of maturity the continent 

wide sales and logistics system should have. Implementing the MV application will a 
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part of improving the Fenix development processes, especially message testing proc-

esses. 

2.7.2 Fenix Framework in 3-tiers 

Currently the three-tier Fenix Framework - the set of Fenix basic C++ classes on which 

the application development is taken place - offers rich features for developing the tree 

tier software. Besides the TUXEDO related classes, the Fenix Framework contains sev-

eral C++ classes supporting server and windows client application development. Not all 

functions are well documented and some are not even working well. These shortcom-

ings are not anymore major and in the process of time these shortcomings will be won. 

Into Fenix Framework has been implemented many assisting functions i.e. good tracing, 

status handling etc., to support robust application development.  In the following chap-

ters those techniques are introduced in parts that are important for developing the MV 

application. 
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3 FENIX MESSAGING TECHNIQUES 

In chapter 2 is gone through the TUXEDO 3-tier application theory and laid foundation 

for the building the MV application into an environment that support thousands of si-

multaneous users at the same time. TUXEDO was very probable technique already in 

early study of MV techniques so a large space was given to it. However TUXEDO is 

presenting only the means for implementing business logic. A user interface technique 

would be needed along with TUXEDO techniques. Such a technique could be Microsoft 

Visual C++ used with TietoEnator’s own Phobos Library of Interactive C++ Classes. In 

this chapter these techniques are generally introduced.  It is assumed that the Fenix de-

velopers are familiar with Visual C++ development and know Phobos so presenting 

these techniques in detailed level is beyond this work. 

In this chapter, the techniques needed for robust message handling are studied and the 

first possible client implementation technique is presented for MV application. When 

building a MV application into Fenix environment a 3-tier architecture techniques and 

client implementation techniques are important. The other important techniques are C++ 

object model and relational database techniques. The later two are well known tech-

niques in a big software house as TietoEnator so they are beyond this thesis. An excep-

tion is made in C++ exception handling which is an essential technique in terms of 

Fenix Messaging. In this chapter, C++ exception handling theory is studied and in chap-

ter 6 that theory is taken into use for building a robust exception handling for the Fenix 

Messaging.  

3.1 Microsoft Visual C++ and Phobos 

Usually Visual C++ developers do the programming within the Microsoft Foundation 

Class (MFC) library application framework, using Visual tools such as AppWizard and 

ClassWizard. However, TietoEnator has developed own application development li-

brary called Phobos. So in this work Phobos is considered instead of MFC as code li-

brary for MV application. In the following Visual C++ programming and Phobos are 

discussed in a general level.  
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3.1.1 Microsoft Visual C++ Programming 

The product Microsoft Visual C++ has similar program development idea to many rapid 

application development tools like Microsoft Visual Basic, Borland Delphi etc. Like in 

Visual Basic in Visual C++ there are wizards that save time and improve coding accu-

racy. But in addition to that Visual C++ developer must understand the code the wizards 

generate and, inner workings of the windows operating system, especially the Windows 

message dispatch mechanism. Also in the quite beginning Visual C++ developers 

should learn to use Modal and Modeless dialogs to write basic application with child-

parent windows. [14 p. xxxiv] 

3.1.2 Resource-Based Programming 

When programming is done for Windows program data is stored in a binary resource 

file using a number of established formats. The linker combines this binary resource file 

with the C++ compiler’s output to generate an executable program. Resource file can 

include bitmaps, icons, menu definitions, dialog box layouts, and strings, or even user 

defined custom resource formats. [14 p. 5] 

MS visual C++ developer uses a text editor to edit a program, but WYSIWYG (what 

you see is what you get) tool to edit resources. If the developer is laying out a dialog 

box, for example, he selects elements (buttons, list boxes, and so forth) from an array of 

icons called a control palette, and position and size the elements with the mouse. Micro-

soft Developer Studio 97, the integrated development environment for Visual C++, has 

graphics resource editors for all standard resource formats. [14 p. 5] 

3.1.3 The Product Microsoft Visual C++ 

Microsoft Visual C++ is two complete Windows application development systems in 

one product. Firstly it offers development platform for C-language Windows programs 

using Win32 API. Secondly Visual C++ includes the ActiveX template Library, which 

can be used to develop ActiveX controls for the Internet.  MV application is to be used 

in distributed environment but not in the Web so the only the C-language Windows us-

ing Win32 API part would be needed in MV application. [14 p. 6] 
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Advantage in Developer studio is that it offers many tools, including resource editors, to 

make low-level Win32 programming easier. In the following Visual C++ Resource-

Based programming is introduced as counterpart to data-driven programming in MS-

DOS. [14 p. 6]  

3.1.4 Phobos Function Library 

Phobos Function Library is the Microsoft MFC like C++ function library that contains a 

hundreds object oriented application development classes for database (DBCLASS), 

user inferface (IACLASS) and run time support (RUCLASS) etc. In the MV 

application, only the components for user inferface are needed. In the following the 

IACLASS library is introduced. [48] 

IACLASS is a class library that contains different classes for interactive applications. 

These classes are based on commercial class libraries (currently either zApp or MFC). 

Iaclass design conforms to Model-View-Controller architecture, which makes it easy to 

support two different user interface libraries. According to MVC-architecture, the 

classes provided by IACLASS library are controllers, that manage view and model ob-

jects. Model objects, of course are provided by application designers. View objects are 

derived from classes supplied by commercial class libraries and are usually visible only 

inside the library. An application programmer can, however, access these view classes 

and derive new ones easily if needed. Later in this thesis when referenced to Phobos 

library (or just Phobos) it is used to mean the Phobos Library of Interactive C++ 

Classes.  [48] 

3.1.5 Using Visual C++ and Phobos in MV 

Fenix user interface has been developed using Microsoft Visual C++ and Phobos li-

brary, so they are quite well know techniques among Fenix developers and therefore 

using them would be quite straightforward. Phobos offers wide variety of components 

for user interface development so all the technical problems could be solved using Pho-

bos with Visual C++.  It would also be the advantage in using Visual C++ and Phobos 

that MV application would be technically consistent with other Fenix applications. 

Therefore the implementation technique would be familiar for the developers. Since 
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there have been some problems with Fenix in the past that many intersecting techniques 

were used in Fenix reporting. The problem with using several intersecting techniques 

was that especially the software maintenance work would need more effort when people 

change and new people have to learn many implementation techniques.  

The drawback with Phobos is that it is not very well documented and therefore if there 

is not an example of the usage of some component in Fenix code the usage of the com-

ponent, for example the three component needed in MV, might be difficult. 

The components that would be needed in the MV application are the spreadsheets for a 

message selection view and a message contents view, a dialog and a tree component for 

a message segment selection view, a form component for main screen and minor com-

ponents: buttons, edit fields, combo boxes, radio buttons and checkboxes. All these 

components are supported in Visual C++ or Phobos. In appendix II are figured out the 

MV application’s main windows with the components mentioned above. 

3.2 Exception Handling For Fenix Messaging 

In this chapter general C++ exception handling theory is studied. In chapter 6 that the-

ory is taken into use for building a robust exception handling for the Fenix Messaging 

concept.  

In this chapter the exception handling is studied also from the developers discipline 

point of view. Using exception handling in software project that has many developers 

need rules that all the developers have to understand and obey. As a result, in chapter 6 

status handling strategy for Fenix Messaging is defined. 

3.2.1 C++ Exception Theory 

The C++ language provides built-in support for handling anomalous situations, 

known as “exceptions,” which may occur during the execution of your program. The 

try, throw, and catch statements have been added to the C++ language to implement 

exception handling. With C++ exception handling, a program can communicate un-

expected events to a higher execution context that is better able to recover from such 

abnormal events. These exceptions are handled by code which is outside the normal 
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flow of control. The Microsoft C++ compiler implements the C++ exception handling 

model based on the ISO WG21/ANSI X3J16 working papers towards the evolving 

standard for C++. [12] 

According to Microsoft Developer Studio product manual [12] the program execution 

proceeds as follows in the presence of an exception: 

1. Control reaches the try statement by normal sequential execution. The 

guarded section (within the try block) is executed. 

2. If no exception is thrown during execution of the guarded section, the catch 

clauses that follow the try block are not executed. Execution continues at the state-

ment after the last catch clause following the try block in which the exception was 

thrown. 

3. If an exception is thrown during execution of the guarded section or in any 

routine the guarded section calls (either directly or indirectly), an exception object is 

created from the object created by the throw operand. (This implies that a copy con-

structor may be involved.) At this point, the compiler looks for a catch clause in a 

higher execution context that can handle an exception of the type thrown (or a catch 

handler that can handle any type of exception). The catch handlers are examined in 

order of their appearance following the try block. If no appropriate handler is found, 

the next dynamically enclosing try block is examined. This process continues until 

the outermost enclosing try block is examined.  

4. If a matching handler is still not found, or if an exception occurs while un-

winding, but before the handler gets control, the predefined run-time function termi-

nate is called. If an exception occurs after throwing the exception, but before the un-

wind begins, terminate is called.  

5. If a matching catch handler is found, and it catches by value, its formal pa-

rameter is initialized by copying the exception object. If it catches by reference, the 

parameter is initialized to refer to the exception object. After the formal parameter is 

initialized, the process of “unwinding the stack” begins. This involves the destruction 

of all automatic objects that were constructed (but not yet destructed) between the 

beginning of the try block associated with the catch handler and the exception’s 

throw site. Destruction occurs in reverse order of construction. The catch handler is 

executed and the program resumes execution following the last handler (that is, the 
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first statement or construct which is not a catch handler). Control can only enter a 

catch handler through a thrown exception; never via a goto statement or a case label 

in a switch statement. [12] 

3.2.2 Performance in Exception Handling 

It should be clear for a developer using exceptions that they require their costs. In fact, 

costs can be very expensive if misused.  

The costs are following. When a C++ exception is thrown, the function call chain is 

searched backward for a handler that can deal with the type of exception that was 

thrown. Of course, if no matching handler is found, the process is terminated. If a han-

dler is found, the call stack is unwound, all automatic (local) variables are destroyed, 

and the stack is cleaned up to the context of the exception handler. Consequently, the 

exception overhead results from maintaining an exception handler list and a table of ac-

tive automatic variables (which requires extra code, memory, and processing whether an 

exception is thrown or not) plus the function call chain search, automatic variable de-

struction, and stack adjustment (which requires processing only when an exception is 

thrown.) [2] 

3.2.3 C++ Exceptions and Strategy 

Exceptions can help a lot in preventing bugs, but using exceptions without an estab-

lished, understood strategy is just as likely to cause bugs as it is to remove them. If 

some team members are not throwing exceptions for errors, most likely those develop-

ers are not handling exceptions either because they do not except them. The worst situa-

tion is for developers not to understand exceptions in an environment that uses excep-

tions.  So, if exceptions are used it should be a rule for all the developers on a team to 

know how they are used. It would be good to have a clearly written status handling 

strategy available for developers.  

In the book Debugging Windows Programs by Everett N. McKay and Mike Wooding 

[2] have been defined the following goals for a status-handling strategy:  
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1. To design the status handling 

2. To determine when your program should use exceptions and when it should use re-

turn values 

3. To make the program exception safe and determine the level of exception safety you 

need to support (A program is exception safe when it works correctly in the presence of 

exceptions.) 

4. To determine when and how the program throws exceptions 

5. To determine when and how the program catches exceptions 

6. To prevent a process from crashing unnecessarily with an unhandled exception 

7. Not to use exception handling to mask unrecoverable bugs 

8. To make sure everyone on the programming team understands and follows the strat-

egy 

 

These goals have been used only in a certain extend while implementing Fenix message 

servers, but lack of consistency in implementation has especially made an error report-

ing into a difficult task. Some developers have been satisfied in copy-paste coding and 

have understood the C++ exception handling mechanism only in superficial level. This 

has been reason for the code to work and handle most of the exceptions but not to pro-

duce very useful error descriptions. In chapter 6, eight-point status handling strategy is 

presented for Fenix Messaging to improve the developer’s discipline in using excep-

tions. To get further information on using exception the developers should study the 

chapter Using Exceptions in the book Debugging Windows Programs: Strategies, Tools, 

and Techniques for Visual C++ Programmers by McKay, E., and Woodring, M.. 

3.2.4 Current Exception Handling in Fenix 

In Fenix, three kinds of exceptions can be caught: CRuExeption, CTxExeption and 

C++ ellipsis exceptions. CRuExeption is a general exception handling class that be-

longs to Phobos library. It saves the exception context i.e. the file name, module name, 

line number where the exception is thrown and possible user defined error message. 

CTxExeption class is inherited from the CRuExeption class and is used in Fenix for the 
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server, database and operating system errors. The C++ ellipsis catch handler catches 

any type of exception, including system-generated and program generated exceptions.  

It has been seen some shortcomings in the current Fenix exception class CTxExeption. 

It should give more information, and it would help to programmer if in the class it 

would be possible to add user own variables in the exception, so that wanted exception 

information would not have to be sought out from the string variable. Also it would be 

good if the CTxException class would be associated with FML-buffer’s occurrences, so 

that the CTxException class would give the occurrence of the item in the FML buffer 

which was causing the exception while a procedure was called with the very occurrence 

in a server.  

3.3 Tracing in Fenix 

Besides the exception handling, there is a need for tracing facility in Fenix Messaging. 

Event though a good exception handling can give good status information of a program 

when something goes wrong, in some cases it is not enough to know how a program 

behaves wrongly. In many cases it is also good to trace the program flow up to the point 

when something goes wrong, or it is good to know the intermediate state of the program 

flow to decide if the program flow has advanced correctly up to certain point, or in 

some cases just to know how a program gets the correct results. For these purposes it is 

good to have a tracing facility in an application such as Fenix which has bulk large 

business logic. 

In Fenix, the Trace File system is implemented for tracing the program flow. Fenix 

Trace File is a general service for printing out text output into a file. For example, trace 

logs, alarms, error of exception messages, performance measuring points, debugging 

etc. Trace File is also called as the “Hooks” or a Hook file as it can be processed and 

presented in a diagram with separate statistical tool. 

[41] 
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3.3.1 Trace File Class Overview 

In Fenix, the class CFxTraceFile defines the Fenix Trace File. The class is constructed 

so that it uses shared memory to check which trace level and trace file it should use for 

tracing Fenix program processes. In the class the trace level defines the amount of out-

put the tracing produces. The bigger the trace level the more tracing output is produced. 

The trace file defines the file path where the tracing output is written from a Fenix proc-

ess. A trace group in Fenix Trace File system is a group for a same type of program 

processes. The group has an identifier, trace level and trace file. Every process that is 

assigned to a certain trace group gets trace level and trace file from that group. Fxtrace-

tool is a program that can be used run-time for configuring the groups: assigning new 

groups, setting the trace level and the trace file for the groups.  

If Trace File is used in a Fenix code it needs to be included to the code and a 

CTxTraceFile object needs to be created in the place where tracing is used. When de-

veloper wants to write some tracing information to the trace file somewhere in the code 

he needs to call LogEvent function with two parameters: trace level and trace text. In 

the following LogEvent function is introduced. [41] 

3.3.2 LogEvent Method and Trace Levels 

LogEvent method is used in Fenix to output text to the trace file. The method is used in 

following manner. 

(3.1) myTrace.LogEvent (1, "Fatal error. This level is 

used very rarely.");  

Currently following trace levels are defined in Fenix. 

1. Fatal error. This level is used very rarely. 

2. Framework event. Only Fenix framework classes/functions should use this level. 

3. User event. Coders should use this for most important trace events. 

4.-8. User events. Coders should use these trace events according to their tracing needs.  

9. User event. Coders should use this for least important trace events. 

There is appeared a need also for better tracing in Fenix. Current trace file system is not 

usable in production environment, because too much processes use the same trace group 
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and therefore Trace File system gives too much trace information even in low trace lev-

els that is beyond the disc capacity and also finding needed trace information is not easy 

from the long trace files. Solution would be to implement the service name and user-

name based trace level function to Fenix Trace File class. Also it would be good to have 

more specific guidelines for trace levels in message tracing. 

In chapter 6.4.2 Status Handling Strategy for Fenix Messaging Fenix Trace File system 

is taken into use as part of Status Handling Strategy for message servers. [41] 

3.4 Fenix Messaging 

It is good to understand Fenix Messaging concept thoroughly, before starting the im-

plementation of MV application. The concept was already introduced in the general 

level in chapter 1 of this thesis. Now we go deeper into the concept. Fenix inbound and 

outbound messaging flow of controls are introduced. Following that message FM pars-

ers are introduced. Before that, a few messaging terms needed in the flows are pre-

sented. The messaging concept is introduced in Fenix documentation [42]. 

The term logical message means a message that is generated from one logical business 

transaction. Usually messages can be in maximum 32 K bytes when they are sent over 

TCP/IP. If the message is longer that 32 K bytes the messages it will be split into parts. 

These 32 k byte parts of a logical message are called physical messages or continuing 

messages. (In Appendix I is shown an example of a logical message as TietoIPC string 

and its’ message description.) One logical message consists of one or several physical 

messages (continuing messages). 

3.4.1 Fenix Outbound Traffic - Flow of Control 

1. Usually a message sending is triggered in Fenix, when user makes a certain business 

transaction (see figure 3). In the transaction the parameter data for creating a message is 

written by a Fenix application dialog to intermediate tables. The key data (sender and 

timestamp form msgparanbr, message id forms msgid) of the message to be constructed 

is written to table MSGPARAHDR. The proper parameter keys (e. g. “CYCLEID”) and 

their values (e. g. “123456”) are written to table MSGPARAROW by sequence number. 
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And the destinations, addresses mill systems, where the message is to be sent to, are 

written to table MSGPARADEST. 

2. Polling MsgOut process notices the new entry in MSGPARAHDR table. Trigger 

status is set to 8 for the processing time. The process reads the key data and the parame-

ter keys and their values from MSGPARAROW. Several instances of MsgOut may run 

concurrently for scalability reasons. Messages are sent by message groups in the se-

quence they are created 

3. An appropriate Message Context TUXEDO Service (according to msgid) is called 

with the read parameter to fetch the message data. This service further calls basic busi-

ness services to fill the message content.  

4. TietoIPC message is build/transformed according to predefined message mappings 

using CGeWriteMsg parser class. If error occurs during the processing time, trigger 

status remain in 8 (and ERRORLOG is written). In case of continued message, the mes-

sage is split to parts (physical messages) less than 32kb by the server.  

5. MsgOut inserts physical messages to MSGHDROUT and MSGPARTOUT tables for 

logging purposes. These tables will be later used by Message Viewer for viewing old 

outbound messages. 

6. TietoIPC sends messages to receiving nodes. Finally MsgOut process constructs the 

logical message out of physical messages and the logical message will be sent to desti-

nations (mill systems) according to the data in table MSGPARADEST by using Tie-

toIPC. Here the MsgOut process acts as a TUXEDO and TietoIPC client. 
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3.4.2 Fenix Inbound Traffic - Flow of Control 

1. When a message is sent from mill system, it will be received with TietoIPC program 

to the Fenix message server process (see Figures 1 and 3). One process type can receive 

messages belonging to one message group (PROCY, UNIT, WAYBILL etc.). There can 

be only one instance of the certain process type running at a time to preserve the order 

of received messages. First the message server identifies the sender of the message and 

studies if there is need for charset conversion.  

2. Physical messages are stored for logging purposes into two intermediate database ta-

bles: message header table (MSGHDRIN) and message part table MSGPARTIN. The 
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message header table contains the keys and status information of the message. The mes-

sage part table contains the physical messages. In case of continuing messages, the 

physical message parts of one logical message are saved to the message part table in 

sequence under the same key.  

3. After one physical message is received it will be parsed and the parser recognizes if it 

is last part of the logical message or continuing message (32 Kb). The messages are read 

by message server process until the last physical part of a logical message is received. 

Once logical message is completely received, it is parsed using CGeLogicalMsg class. 

4. TietoIPC Reader then sends the logical message to appropriate Message Context 

TUXEDO Service as defined in message mappings. 

5. The Context Message Service fills in missing data if necessary, controls the transac-

tion and utilizes the normal Fenix business services to execute the request. The data is 

updated to Fenix database structures by business services. 
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3.4.3 Parsers in Fenix Messaging 

The message parser classes are used in receiving and sending the messages to and from 

Fenix. The message parsers handle messages segment by segment and field by field. 

The message parser obtains a string from a message server and parses this string into 

business database using the Fenix business classes. [42] 

The message parser instances are named after the application area specific message 

names. For example, (rough) prod. planning messages CALEN and PROCY have mes-

sage parser classes PpCalen and PpProcy. [42] 

In FM there are two general message parser classes: one for outbound message and one 

for inbound messages. For each Message Context Service there is a SQL script-based 

message mapping file. When parser is loaded into computers memory it is given as pa-

rameter the Message Context Service name (PROCY, USTATUS etc.) and mapping file 

is fetched according to the file from the database. Thus, own instance of the parser is 

needed to load for every Message Context Service. The parser is loaded into memory 

when message server is started. Because parser instance is in the memory and not 

loaded every time when a message is to be handled, the messages are processed faster. 

[42] 
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4 XML-THEORY 

In the previous chapter MS Visual C++ and Phobos library were introduced as imple-

mentation means of MV application’s user interface. Even though Fenix is almost en-

tirely implemented using Visual C++ and Phobos the MV application could be quite 

separate application from Fenix. Thus, other techniques should not be excluded in early 

phase when studying the possible implementation techniques and methods.  

In this chapter, XML theory is presented in essential parts and parts that would be 

needed in building the MV application. The XML is studied especially as probable 

presentation means of message data. In chapter 5, XML is studied not only as user inter-

face implementation solution, but as a whole solution covering the data transfer, busi-

ness logic and database. 

In chapter 6 are presented the steps that would be needed to go through when building 

an application using XML. In chapter 6, possible further benefits of the XML are pre-

sented and later compared to those of Visual C++ and Phobos techniques, the other 

evaluated means of implementing MV application, and better solution is chosen.  

XML has also its advantages. When preliminary research was done comparing XML 

technique with Visual C++ and Phobos technique, it was assumed that using XML the 

MV application's implementation phase would be short. This assumption was done 

since Fenix Standard Messages (FSM) has standard structure and document structure 

description is the most important feature in XML. It would be important to have short 

implementation phase for MV since there were quite many errors in the messages and it 

takes much time for developers to do message clarification work. Secondly, it was as-

sumed that XML is quite easy to learn and also there are XML developers in TietoEna-

tor among those who build the services for Partner Web (Fenix Web interface) who 

could give XML implementation support. Thus, XML as an implementation means 

would not be too awkward. Thirdly, there would be an advantage when using XML 

with Fenix Standard Messages (FSM) that maintenance and further development of MV 

application would not take that much effort. This assumption was made because FSM is 

quite stabilized and robust technique for Fenix Messaging and XML used upon FSM 

would be stable solution. Fourthly, XML is fast becoming an industry standard for data 
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exchange, because of its ability to separate content from presentation [32]. And in the 

future XML will possibly be used as parallel messaging means also in Fenix. The MV 

application build on XML could also show these XML-based messages. At least for 

these reasons, XML is worth considering technique for the MV application.  

4.1 XML in General 

Development of XML (the extensible markup language) started in 1996 and it has been 

a W3C Recommendation since February 1998 [26]. As almost all programming lan-

guages XML is also built on a former language; the designers of XML took the best 

parts of SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language), used for technical documen-

tation, and HTML (HyperText Markup Language) used for Web publishing and pro-

duced a new more powerful language for whatever the use, whatever the content and 

whatever the final layout of the document. [4 pp. 256-257] 

When XML was studied in this thesis it was found difficult as an XML beginner to get 

general view of what XML is all about even though there were XML Fast, Easy, Visual 

etc, books available. A few XML books were studied and web pages read through be-

fore the bigger picture started to figure out. As it is with many computer languages, it is 

not easy to see its advantages compared to other languages before expert knowledge is 

gained in the language, the same was found to be true even more with XML. Many de-

tails were studied before the bigger picture started to figure out. To start with XML 

some definitions were found from the Web: 

“XML is a markup language for documents containing structured information.” 

- Norman Walsh [27] 

 
“XML is a World Wide Web Consortium standard that lets you create your own 
tags. XML simplifies business-to-business transactions on the web.” 

- W3C Communication team [28] 

 
W3C’s introduces XML by putting it in 10 points and states in the first point:  
 
“’XML is for structuring data:’ Structured data includes things like spread-
sheets, address books, configuration parameters, financial transactions, and 
technical drawings...  
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XML avoids common pitfalls in language design: it is extensible, platform-
independent, and it supports internationalization and localization. XML is fully 
Unicode -compliant.” 

- W3C Communication team [28] 

 

"XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a flexible way to create common infor-
mation formats and share both the format and the data on the World Wide Web, 
intranets, and elsewhere...  XML can be used by any individual or group of indi-
viduals or companies that wants to share information in a consistent way. " 

 - whatis.com –TechTarget [29] 

4.1.1 XML in Technical Terms 

XML in a nutshell, could be defined as follows. XML is a language made to speed up 

republishing of a document in a different format. It is not a programming language in 

common sense but a language for the preserving the structure of a document. A XML 

document consists of two parts.  The document can contain text, voice, picture and other 

elements. In terms of XML, the content is called in general character data. The second 

part of the XML document that defines document structure is called document markup. 

The markup is seen as tags in XML document but is hidden in a published formatted 

XML document. An XML markup alone does not define the published layout. XML is 

usually used with so called style sheets that define what a structured XML document 

seems on one's electronic device display. Using the style sheets XML content can be 

described in what ever layout a designer wants.  Style sheets are only skimmed in the 

XML theory part and reader in suggested taking a deeper look to style sheets in refer-

ences [9], [10], [11] and [31]. 

Often XML is compared to HTML one of its parent languages when one wants to de-

scribe XML. XML (the extensible markup language) is called extensible because it is 

not a fixed format like HTML (a single, predefined markup language). This means that 

while in HTML the elements of the documents are predefined, in XML they are user 

defined and therefore elements are not bound to a certain set of usable elements. That 

allows a user to create own markup languages using XML. Unlike HTML XML is not 

bound to a certain application type a web browser, but the same content can be pub-

lished in different media, in a different form using XML parser and style sheets. Also 
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XML parser is stricter of the correct typing; when using HTML one can leave out end 

tags and the document will still be processed correctly which cannot be done with 

XML. Fourthly compared to HTML in XML you can create your own elements.          

[3 pp. 5, 8, 13-14], [11] 

4.1.2 Markup and Character Data 

As it is already said an XML document consists of markup and character data. XML 

markup is meant for the instructions to the programs (i.e. XML parsers, Web browsers) 

that process and build XML documents character data is everything else in a XML 

document. Also it is spoken of an XML document’s content. (i.e. all text and images 

that are seen on a page, when XML markup is hidden.) [ 3 pp. 5, 26] 

XML Markup consist of the prolog and the document type declaration, start tags, end 

tags, empty elements, comments, processing instructions, CDATA (CDATA is used in 

XML to mark the beginning ( <![CDATA[ )and end (]]>) of the character data; within a 

CDATA section, all XML text, including markup, is considered to be character data.) 

sections, and references to entities and characters. Markup represents the logical struc-

ture of the document. In following chapters XML key markup features are introduced.  

[ 3 pp. 5, 26], [4 p. 681] 

4.2 XML Key Markup Features 

As it is already said an XML document consists of markup and character data. In this 

chapter key markup features - that would be needed while implementing an MV appli-

cation - and their use are presented for the reader. The key markup features consist of 

elements, attributes, entities and notation. Those feature are introduced in the following 

mostly according to Eddy, S., Schnyder, J. [3] and  Eddy, S., Delong, B.K. [4]. 

4.2.1 Elements 

On of the key features that every XML document has is the elements. In the XML 

markup language, the elements form the document. They define how individual compo-
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nents are to be processed.  An electronic or word-processing document - Web page, a 

report, or long reference guide- they are made of common components, which include 

titles, headings, and paragraphs. These components are defined in XML markup as ele-

ments. An XML element can contain other elements. For example in Fenix Messaging a 

FSM segment could be an element and the segment element could be defined consisting 

of message field elements. Every XML document has a root element that is a top ele-

ment. All other elements are nested under the root, yet there are child elements of child 

elements. Thus XML document forms a tree of elements, consisting of root element and 

branches that are child elements. At the end of the branches are elements that contain 

character data, which is the content of a XML document that will be formatted and out-

put. In an XML three some elements can contain both character data and child elements. 

[3 p. 6]  

An element can also be an empty element that can be reserved in a document for a fu-

ture use. Empty elements can be used also to mark a change in a document – such as a 

line break. [3 p. 6] 

An initial FSM could be defined as in XML code 4.1 using elements. 

<?xml version="1.0"?>  
(4.1) <!DOCTYPE first> 

<!ELEMENT FSMessage> 
 <FSMessage> 
 Here are the contents of the Fenix Standard Message. 

</FSMessage>  
 

1. Enter the <?xml?> processing instruction, which start the document. 

2. Enter <!DOCUMENT>, the document name, and type [. 

3. Start an element definition with the < and the !ELEMENT keyword. 

4. Mark the end of the document type definition with a ]>. 

[3 p. 7] 

In an XML document, an element starts with a start tag. (for example, <FSMessage>) 

and ends with and end tag (for example, </FSMessage>).  In XML every start tag has to 

have an end tag pair.  

[3 p. 6-7], [4 pp. 684-687] 
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4.2.2 Attributes 

The other important feature in XML markup is the attributes. Attributes are used to as-

sociate name-value pairs with elements. They define characteristics of elements, such as 

height, width and color, initial value for a certain variable, whether an element is op-

tional or not etc. In XML, child elements can also be used to define attributes of higher 

level elements. Compared to HTML XML has fewer attributes. That is because in XML 

style sheets can also be used to set characteristics of certain elements. [3 p. 10] 

An element that contains attributes could be defined like this: 

(4.1) <FSMessage segmentname1="ADR" segmentname2 = "MHD"></FSMessage>  

Here it is evident that attributes are defined inside the first tag of the element. In an at-

tribute definition (4.3) 

(4.3) <segment name="ADR" type="data" fieldname1="SEGID"></segment> 

1. < marks the beginning of the start tag 

2. segment is the element name 

3. name, type and fieldname1 are attributes that specify an segment element: 

4. name variable tells the name of the segment, number tells the number of the seg-

ment, type tells whether a segment is a control segment or a data segment and field-

name1="SEGID" set the segment fieldname1 to SEGID. 

5. marks the completion of the start tag 

6. < marks the beginning of the end tag 

7. /makes it clear that this is an end tag, not a start tag 

8. segment is the element name 

9. marks the completion of the end tag 

 [3 pp. 10-11], [4 pp. 687-692] 

 

4.2.3 Entities 

An XML entity is a replacement text (a single character, a phrase, a paragraph, or even 

an entire file) that XML processor replaces with a reference. Entities save typing time, 
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prevent differences and typing errors in long terms when three to four character shortcut 

names can be used for long commonly used terms and phrases. [3 p.16] For example 

entity reference  

 <!ENTITY te "TietoEnator Oyj - Building the Information 
(4.5) society." 

<text> Many big companies introduce themselves with a statement 
as for example &te; <text> 
 

will be replaced by the XML processor with the text 

Many big companies introduce themselves with a mission statement as for ex-
ample TietoEnator Oyj - Building the Information society. 
 

Entities can also be used to insert several documents (individual chapters, Web pages, 

or other components such as graphs and sound files) into a single document. [3 p. 16]  

In XML there are different types of entities. A parsed entity is parsed only if it used in 

a document. In contrast unparsed entity will never be parsed. An internal entity is de-

clared in the same document from which it is referenced. In contrast, an external entity 

is in an external document and is referred to by using a URL. A general entity is named 

within the character data in an XML document. In contrast, a parameter entity (PE) is 

named within DTD markup.  

[3 pp. 16-17], [4 pp. 692-696] 

4.2.4 Notation 

The XML 1.0 Recommendation uses Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) notation to 

define the syntax for elements, attributes, entities and other components that comprises 

XML DTDs and other XML components. [3 p. 16] For example the user can require the 

use of specific elements, define attributes for those elements, limit the attribute values 

that can be entered, specify default attribute values, and set the order in which elements 

are used. In Teach Yourself XML Sandra E. defines EBNF, “EBNF is known as a syn-

tactic metalanguage, where syntactic means of syntax and a metalanguage is data about 

language (analogue to metadata, which is data about data.).” Using EBNF XML user 

can create languages. And it is important for a XML user to know EBNF before writing 

a first element, attribute or entity. [3 p. 16] 
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In XML specification there are terms: rule, production, and grammar. A rule is a state-

ment, a line of markup. Each rule defines a production, or symbol, the name given to an 

operator, value, or other component. A grammar comprises all of the productions in a 

syntax; it is the set of rules for a language. [3 p. 16] 

Each XML production is made using this general syntax  

Symbol ::= expression 
(4.6)  or 

symbol ::= expression 
 

XML is case sensitive language, thus in XML notation symbols that have initial upper-

case letter indicate a regular expression (a way of grouping characters or options); all 

other symbols are completely lowercase. [3 p. 16] 

Most XML productions are composed of two or more components, which in most cases 

are other productions in the specification. This enables the components used by two or 

more productions to be defined only once.  

[3 pp. 16-17], [4 pp. 676-677] 

4.3 Document Type Definitions  

A DTD (document type definition) is a formal description in XML Declaration Syntax 

of a particular type of document. Using a DTD it is possible to define elements, their 

attributes, entities, notation, and other components that make up the structure, content, 

and format of one or more valid XML documents. A DTD enables DTD designer to 

guide those who develop XML documents. DTDs allow companies and departments to 

set document standards for various types of documents, e.g. memos, reports, 

user/technical manuals etc. For example it is possible to control the structure of a docu-

ment by specifying which element a document developer uses first, how many times the 

developer use a particular element in a document, and the order in which the developer 

uses the element. Using DTD, the DTD designer can set initial values or ranges of val-

ues for attributes. In a DTD, it can be listed entities that document developers can use as 

nicknames for technical terms and long names, and special character sets can be named 

to be used within documents. [3 p. 21-22] 
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As in the following chapter is told DTD represents the main difference between well-

formed and valid XML documents. However, before that is given a few examples of the 

usage of DTD. For example, if the developer wants a document type to be able to de-

scribe Lists which contain Items, the relevant part of DTD might look like in 4.7. 

(4.7) <!ELEMENT List (Item)+> 
<!ELEMENT Item (#PCDATA)> 
 

This defines a list as an element type containing one or more items (that's the plus sign); 

and it defines items as element types containing just plain text (Parsed Character Data 

or PCDATA). Validating parsers read the DTD before they read the document so that 

they can identify where every element type ought to come and how each relates to the 

other. [11] 

The example above lets you create lists like in 4.8. 

 
<List> 

<Item> </Item> 
(4.8)  <Item>Music</Item> 

<Item>Surfing</Item> 
</List> 

 

How the list appears in print or on the screen depends on the defined stylesheet (see 

chapter 4.5) document: normally it is not required to put anything in the XML to control 

formatting like with HTML before stylesheets. This way style can be changed easily 

without ever having to edit the document itself. [11] 

There are thousands of DTDs already in existence in all kinds of areas in the Web. (see 

the SGML/XML Web pages for pointers). Many of them can be downloaded and used 

freely; or user can write his own DTD. However, the XML should be known completely 

before to write own DTD. [11] 

In the following are introduce two types of DTD, the internal and external DTD, sup-

ported by XML. 

[3 pp. 22, 79, 157, 187], [11] 
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4.3.1 Internal DTD 

Internal DTDs is a DTD completely enclosed within the XML document whose ele-

ments, attributes, entities, and notation the DTD is defining. An internal DTD subset 

defines the components of one document - the one in which it is enclosed. [3 p. 28] 

In the XML declaration, standalone = “yes” indicates on internal DTD as in the example 

4.9. 

<?xml version="1.0" standalone=”yes”?>  
(4.9) <!DOCTYPE demodoc [ 

<!ELEMENT demodoc (#PCDATA) > 
]> 

 [3 pp. 28-29] 

4.3.2 External DTD 

External DTD subsets are XML documents that are purely for defining elements, attrib-

utes, and so on, that will be used in one or more "output" documents. External DTD 

subsets define the components of a set of documents. Advantage of external DTDs is 

that it prevents associated documents to be gigantic (if the DTD consists of many lines). 

And, instead of editing every document when a change is made to the central DTD, the 

change is needed to do only in the DTD. So if a department or company produces set of 

documents using document standards, DTDs makes easier the document structure edit-

ing. [3 p. 30] 

In the XML declaration, standalone = “no” indicates on internal DTD as in the example 

4.10. 

<?xml version="1.0" standalone=”no”?>  
(4.10) <!DOCTYPE DOCUMENT SYSTEM “/messages/templatemessage.dtd”> 

<TITLE>A Sample Document</TITLE>  
<FIRST>This is a sample </FIRST> 
 

If you use an external DTD subset, you call it from within an XML document by using 

a !DOCTYPE declaration with the option of a few variations. [3 pp. 30-31] 
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4.4 Well formed and valid XML document 

Not all XML documents have a DTD. XML documents are separated into two types of 

documents, well-formed and valid XML documents. Difference between these docu-

ment types is that a valid document must have the DTD while a well-formed document 

does not. In the following these two document types are presented. [3 p. 20] 

4.4.1 Well-formed  

A well-formed XML document is well-organized and it follows accurately the XML 

notation. All elements must begin with start tags and end with end tags. In general a 

well-formed document is checked for accuracy by a nonvalidating XML parser and ac-

cepted. But it does not required to meet some of the extra criteria for validity; it does 

not require (!DOCTYPE), which includes a document type definition (DTD). [3 p. 22] 

A non-validating XML parser builds an element tree based on the well-formed tags in 

the document and checks that start tags and end tags match properly, that attributes are 

enclosed within the start tags, that entities and entity references are well-written, and so 

on. In figure 4.11 is an example of a well-formed XML document. 

 
<?xml version="1.0"?>  

(4.11) <title>A Well-Formed Document</title> 
<FSMessage> 
Here are the contents of the Fenix Standard Message. 
<Segment1>ADR</Segment1> 
</FSMessage>  
 

Basic Rules for Well-Formed Documents are 

1. Start a well formed document with an XML declaration. 

2. Begin each element with a start tag. 

3. End each element with an end tag. 

4. Document must contain one root element. 

5. Nest child elements completely within higher-level elements. 

[3 pp. 22-23] 
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4.4.2 Valid document 

A valid XML document is well-formed, but it has other criteria added for validity. It is 

checked for accuracy by validating XML parser. The valid document requires (!DOC-

TYPE), which includes a document type definition (DTD). Also the structure of valid 

document must match the structure defined in the DTD. Validating XML parser builds 

an element tree with the root on top, followed by root’s children, their children, and 

down through the remaining levels of descendant elements. In figure 4.12 is an example 

of a well-formed XML document. 

 
<?xml version="1.0"?>  

(4.12) <!DOCTYPE demodoc [ 
<!ELEMENT demodoc (title, first) > 
<!ELEMENT TITLE (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT FIRST (#PCDATA) >]> 
<title>A valid document</title>  
<first>This is a sample </first> 
 
 

Basic Rules for Well-Formed Documents are 

1. Start a well formed document with an XML declaration. 

2. Make sure that the !DOCTYPE and root element names match. 

3. Begin the DTD with a left bracket ([) 

4. End the DTD with a right bracket ([). 

[3 pp. 24-25] 

4.4.3 Well-formed or Valid Document 

What factors should you use to decide whether to use well-formed or valid document? 

Here are the rules: 

1. Both should be carefully and accurately constructed.  

2. When working with a single document or a small group of unlike documents it is bet-

ter to use well formed document. 

3. Where a set of documents are developed and maintained it is�better to use valid 

document standards because then documents can be created more easily; and the devel-

oper does not have to invent a set of elements for each new document. 

[3 p. 22] 
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4.5 Styling XML Output 

XML changes the way data moves across networks. XML encapsulates data inside cus-

tom tags that carry semantic information about the data. A common question is, "Once 

I've got some XML-tagged data, how do I view it?" In this chapter is tried to answer this 

question by introducing a techniques named cascading style sheets and Extensible 

Stylesheet Language - for styling XML output. These two styling techniques are intro-

duced. Yet the details are only left into the reference. And it is tried to give the reader an 

overview what it means to use these styling techniques. Also basic examples are shown 

for both techniques. Thus the user is given a good start in writing own style sheet 

documents.  

To view an XML document expensive, proprietary software are not need. XML is an 

open standard that can be viewed with a wide variety of tools, many of which are free 

[23]. 

4.5.1 Introduction to Cascading Style Sheets 

1996 the World Wide Consortium (W3C) announced cascading style sheets (CSS). [31] 

CSS are sets of document style sheets that enable XML (and HTML) developers to 

change a document’s format and the look, and even develop well-formatted documents 

using a set of standards. By using these standards it is possible for user to control the 

look of each type of documents. Style sheet also enables to users to apply several styles 

at once to one or more paragraphs, which saves a great deal of time in document crea-

tion. This is possible because the user can add multiple cascading style sheets to a single 

document and define several styles for a single element. In practice CSS is a file that 

describes how to display an XML document of a given type. [31] 

In addition using style sheets for text formatting and enhancements in XML documents 

the user can use them to set document-wide margins, add white space before and after 

paragraphs, align paragraphs, and much more. Users can instantly change the look of a 

document by attaching a different style sheet. Or they can make a single change to a 

style sheet to change one format for all the documents to which the style sheets is at-

tached. [3 pp. 72] 
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In HTML certain formats are built into the standard. For example, the <B> element can 

be used to apply boldface and <U> to underline selected text. In XML, formats are not 

built into standard but it is possible to add a users own formatting attributes to docu-

ments. [3 pp. 72] 

By using style sheets the user can define rules (formats and enhancements) for selected 

text, paragraphs, or entire documents. Having attached a style sheet to a document, a 

user can apply a rule to selected text simply by choosing the element with which that 

particular rule is associated. [3 p. 348] 

A style sheet rule is composed of two parts: The selector is the element to which the 

rule applies, and the declaration consists of the property (similar to an attribute) and the 

value – both within brackets. For example in the rule 4.12 

(4.12) PARA{ FONT: 12pt “Times New Roman”} 

PARA is the selector (the element), FONT is the property, and both 12pt and “Times 

New Roman” are values. [3 p. 348] 

Before the style sheets can be used in the XML document they need to be associated 

with an XML document that is done using a processing instruction whose target is xml-

stylesheet. The processing instruction may be retrieved from [31].  

[3 pp. 72,348, 350], [4 p.745], [31] 

4.5.2 Introducing Extensible Stylesheet Language 

Having taken an overview to CSS, it is worth following to Extensible Stylesheet Lan-

guage (XSL), another styling technique. XSL is a style sheet language that uses declara-

tions (statements specifying properties) to create an external XSL document. In the XSL 

document the user can define format and enhance XML document output. 

XSL shares the functionality and is compatible with CSS2 (although it uses a different 

syntax). It also adds to CSS the following properties: 1) A transformation language for 

XML documents (XSLT). Originally intended to perform complex styling operations, 

like the generation of tables of contents and indexes, it is now used as a general purpose 
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XML processing language. XSLT is thus widely used for purposes other than XSL, like 

generating HTML web pages from XML data.  2) Advanced styling features, a set of 

elements called Formatting Objects, and attributes (in part borrowed from CSS2 proper-

ties and adding more complex ones. [7] 

XSL is an XML grammar. XSL documents are built up in the same way as XML docu-

ments. XSL consists of tree parts: a language that transforms XML documents (XSLT) 

and the XML Path Language (XPath) [7], an expression language used by XSLT to ac-

cess or refer to parts of an XML document. (XPath is also used by the XML Linking [8] 

specification) and XSL Formatting Objects: a vocabulary for formatting XML elements. 

[9] 

In an XSL document the user can define for example all level-one headings as bold, red, 

in the Courier typeface, and 12-point size. The user can also specify properties for fami-

lies of elements. It is possible to apply certain formats or enhancements for a parent 

element to its descendant (all generations following the target element) and ancestor (all 

the generations prior) elements. With the XSL documents can be written for all types of 

printed and electronic output. [3 p. 434] 

XLS declaration goes as follows. When an XSL style is declared template for each for-

mat of enhancement needs to be defined. A template consists of pattern and action. The 

pattern is a string that uses various criteria to match one or more input element types 

(known as nodes) in the source tree. The source tree contains all the elements and at-

tributes defined in the XML document’s DTD – the root, child elements, and other gen-

erations and each of the element’s attributes. The action specifies a subtree (that is, the 

elements that match the pattern) and results in the application of formatting objects, 

styled objects that fill defined areas in the output. Formatting objects include hyper-

links, pages, groups of adjacent pages, and graphics. Formatting objects are known as 

flow objects in DSSL. [3 p. 434] 

In processing XSL style sheet against an XML document, the XML document is first 

analyzed to produce a source tree. Next, the XSL style sheet is run against the source 

tree, which resolves a result element tree. Finally, the result is interpreted, using the 

formatting language of XSL to produce formatted output. Practical instruction for using 

XSL can be found from the references [3 p. 434] and [9].  
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4.6 XML Software 

4.6.1 Processors - Parsers 

An XML parser is a program that takes as input XML markup and content and analyses 

it, determine what is markup and what is content. As the parser processes the document, 

it reduces the document to its smallest parts, examining each character for its meaning, 

and checks whether the structure of the input is correct. The output of the successful 

execution of the XML parser is the parsed XML document, a tree of elements consisting 

of root element and branches that are child elements as was told in chapter 4.2.1.          

[3 p.172] 

The XML parser also determine if the document is well-formed, valid or both. As told 

in chapter 4.4 if parser read through DTD it is a validating parser otherwise it is a non-

validating parser. The greatest factor in selecting a parser is whether it validates docu-

ments. [3 p.172] 

While creating an XML document, it is useful to run the document through an XML 

parser to check for errors. Depending on the parser and the condition of the document, 

errors and warnings will be outputted and they can be corrected before releasing the 

document to the public. [3 p.172] 

There are many XML parsers on the Web and it is useful take a time to evaluate differ-

ent parsers before choosing one. Note also that some XML parsers require that you have 

some form of Java installed.  [3 p.172] 

4.6.2 XML editors 

XML documents can be edited using ordinary text editors.  However, it is useful to use 

XML editor for writing XML. Basic XML editing tools effectively add three things to a 

generic text editor to make them more tailored for XML editing:  
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1. Integrated validation of documents  

 2. Hierarchical (tree) views of XML documents  

3. Integrated "preview" of transformed XML documents (to HTML, using XSLT 

or CSS2, generally)  

Particular tools might offer a subset of these enhancements. [3 p. 68], [24] 

4.6.3 Styling Tools 

In order to create a style sheet for an XML document, it is possible either to enter the 

commands via a text editor or use styling software that automates some of the functions. 

To mention a few styling software, XML styler, from arborText, Adobe Frame-

Maker+SGML are such. XML styler leads a user through the development of an Exten-

sible Stylesheet Language (XSL) style sheet, with an emphasis on the tree structure of 

the elements. FrameMaker+SGML implicitly styles a document while it is entered. It 

also includes templates for various types of documents. [3 p. 72] 

4.7 Conclusions to using XML technology 

As studied above the XML did not show that simple technique as it was assumed. And 

in the above it was only covered only the features that was thought to important in 

building the MV application. At least it would be needed to learn new debugging meth-

ods for XML and as unknown technique there would be risks that the development 

phase would not be that short as it was thought in the beginning. Still, in the chapter 6 is 

tried to formulate steps for developing MV application using XML. However, before 

that is taken deeper look into XML world. It is tried to figure out what would it take to 

build an application utilizing the full XML reserve. XML technology is studied in con-

nection with the database technology. It is not totally improbable that MV application 

would be developed using XML database technologies.  
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5 XML AND DATABASES 

After going through XML theory it logical to follow into XML database theory that is 

another world of different techniques. In this chapter XML database technologies are 

classified. Emphasis is on the relational database technologies, because current Fenix 

application utilizes relational database. And transferring into totally different database 

paradigm would not be reasonable for the needs of one new Fenix application, namely 

message viewer. Still, other than relational database techniques are shortly reviewed. 

5.1 XML and Databases in General 

5.1.1 Purpose of the Database Usage - Why Use a Database? 

Nowadays’ database markets have many slightly different database paradigms. The first 

task when using XML and databases is to define why to use a database in the first place. 

Database usage might be for a legacy data that needs to be exposed; a storage that is 

needed for Web pages or other user interface, like for MV application. Yet, database 

might be used by an e-commerce application in which XML is used as a data transport 

[15]. Database usage possibilities are many, but when there is a clear idea for the pur-

pose of database the choice of database solution comes easier.  

For example in an e-commerce application, that uses XML as a data transport, the trans-

ferred data usually has a highly regular structure. In that case data is interesting and not 

how it is stored in an XML document, therefore a relational database would be the 

choice. Or in the case that the applications are object-oriented, the system that can store 

those objects in the database might be suitable. [15] 

In the case of a Web site build from XML documents that contain a lot less regular text, 

things like entity usage are probably important. In this case a product like a native XML 

database (a database designed especially for storing XML) would be helpful to preserve 

physical document structure, support document-level transactions, and execute queries 

in an XML query language. [15] 
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5.1.2 XML Database Technology Classification 

According to the examples above, the database solutions can be divided into data-versus 

documents-centric, relational versus object oriented and traditional versus native XML 

solutions [15]. As a general rule, data-centric document is stored in a traditional data-

base, such as a relational, object-oriented, or hierarchical database. This can be done by 

third-party middleware (see chapter 5.7) or XML-enabled databases where XML capa-

bilities are built in to the database itself. Documents are stored in the native XML data-

base or a content management system (an application designed to manage documents 

and built on top of a native XML database) [15]. 

Furthermore, there would be tree totally different paradigms for the XML data storage 

options. Current technologies at the market cover at least file-based data server, data-

base management system based (DBMS-based) data server and native XML storage so-

lutions [16]. In addition one way to categorize database solution is divide them into re-

lational, text-based and object-oriented approaches [47].  

In this chapter some XML database solutions and their categorization are introduced for 

helping to decide about the correct solution to a certain task. The emphasis is on data-

centric, the DBMS-based data server and relational solutions. File-based data server so-

lutions and native XML storage solutions are given space for few lines. This is for the 

reason that Fenix is using relational database as message storage and changing the data-

base solution would not be relevant for the MV application. In other words, this thesis 

concentrates on the strategies and issues surrounding the storage and retrieval of data. 

The storage and retrieval of documents are only skimmed through in an introduction 

level. An interested reader can get a good overview on the subject by reading XML and 

Database by Ronald Bourret [15]. 

5.1.3 XML as Database versus XML with Database 

In a sense XML and its' surrounding technologies could be described as a ”database”, 

that is a database management system (DBMS) [15]. XML provides many of the things 

found in databases: storage (XML documents), schemas (DTDs, XML schema lan-

guages [20, 21, 22]), query languages (Xquery [19], XPath[7],  XQL[17], XML-

QL[18], etc.), programming interfaces (SAX, DOM, JDOM see chapter 5.7) etc. But on 
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the other hand XML lacks many of the things found in real databases: efficient storage, 

indexes, transactions, security and data integrity, multi-user access, triggers, queries 

across multiple documents, and so on. [15] 

XML alone can be used as “database” or file-based data server only with small amounts 

of data, few users, and modest performance requirements.  For example with an .ini file, 

that is a file that contains application configuration information [15]. But for the most 

production environments, which have many users, strict data integrity requirements, and 

the need for good performance XML alone is not a database solution. For those needs 

XML used with databases technologies - such as DBMS data server and native XML 

storage - together is a convenient solution filling the data storing and processing needs. 

[15] 

XML and Databases technology together offer complementary functionality for storing 

data [32]. Databases store data for efficient retrieval, whereas XML offers an easy in-

formation exchange that enables interoperability between applications. To take advan-

tage of XML’s features database tables can be converted into XML documents. After 

that XML tools can be used with such documents for further processing. For example, 

XML documents can be presented as HTML pages with XSLT stylesheets [9], can be 

searched with XML-based query languages such as XQL [17], can be used as a data-

exchange format, and so on. However, converting a database into an XML document is 

an expensive approach that requires the initial cost of conversion and the subsequent 

costs of synchronizing both information sources. [32] 

5.2 Data versus Documents 

In generally, as told above, the most important factor in choosing a database is whether 

the database are used to store data or documents. E.g. is XML used simply as a data 

transport between the database and a (possibly non-XML) application? Or is its use in-

tegral, as in the case of a less regular long text documents?  Based on these two views 

XML documents could be divided into two types of documents: data-centric documents 

and document-centric documents that both share a number of characteristics that influ-

ence how XML is stored in the database. The next two sections examine these charac-

teristics. [15] (Obasanjo [45] adds hybrid model to data and document-centric model 
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defined by Bourret [15]. In his definition the hybrid model corresponds to the native 

XML database documents. In this thesis is used the Bourret’s [15] classification where 

native XML databases documents are covered under the data-centric documents and 

document-centric documents. In the following the Bourret’s classification is introduced. 

5.2.1 Data-Centric Documents 

Data-centric documents are documents that use XML as a data transport. The fact that 

XML is used at all is usually superfluous. That is, it is not important to the application 

or the database that the data is, for some length of time, stored in an XML document. A 

few examples of data-centric documents are sales orders, flight schedules, scientific 

data, and stock quotes. [15] 

Data-centric documents usually have fairly regular structure, fine-grained data (that is, 

the smallest independent unit of data is at the level of a PCDATA-only element or an 

attribute), and little or no mixed content. The order in which sibling elements and 

PCDATA occurs is generally not significant, except when validating the document. [15] 

5.2.2 Document-Centric Documents 

Document-centric documents are (usually) documents that are designed readable for 

human eyes. These documents are usually written by hand in XML or some other for-

mat, such as RTF, PDF, or SGML, which is then converted to XML. Examples are 

books, email, advertisements, and many hand-written XHTML document. They usually 

have less regular or irregular structure, larger grained data (that is, the smallest inde-

pendent unit of data might be at the level of an element with mixed content or the entire 

document itself), and lots of mixed content. The order in which sibling elements and 

PCDATA occurs is almost always significant. [15] 

5.2.3 Data, Documents, and Databases 

In practice, the distinction between data-centric and document-centric documents is not 

always clear. For example, an otherwise data-centric document, such as an invoice, 

might contain large-grained, irregularly structured data, such as a part description. 
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In spite of this by dividing documents as data-centric or document-centric will help a 

user to choose appropriate database for the user’s needs. As already said the general rule 

is that, data is stored in a traditional database, such as a relational, object-oriented, or 

hierarchical database. This can be done by third-party middleware (see chapter 5.7) or 

by capabilities built in to the database itself. In the latter case, the database is said to be 

XML-enabled. Documents are stored in a native XML database or a content manage-

ment system [15]. 

These rules are not absolute. Data -- especially semi-structured data -- can be stored in 

native XML databases and documents can be stored in traditional databases when not 

many XML-specific features are needed. Furthermore, the boundaries between tradi-

tional databases and native XML databases are not anymore that clear, as traditional da-

tabases add native XML capabilities and native XML databases support the storage of 

document parts in external (usually relational) databases. [15] 

5.3 Storing and Retrieving Data 

In order to transfer data between XML documents and a database, it is necessary to map 

the XML document schema or (DTD, XML Schema [46] etc.) to the database schema. 

This mapping is commonly used with relational databases. If relational databases are 

used, relationships between the tables can be presented in a document using Xpointer or 

Xlink definitions. The data transfer software is then built on top of the mapping. In the 

case of relational database the software is to separate the XML structures from the 

document that fits into the database structure. In addition, the application needs to add 

and modify the contents of the database. The software may use an XML query language 

(such as XPath, XQuery) or simply transfer data according to the mapping.  [15], [30], 

[35 pp. 53, 54] 

In the latter case, the structure of the document must exactly match the structure ex-

pected by the mapping. Since this is often not the case, products that use this strategy 

are often used with XSLT. That is, before transferring data to the database, the docu-

ment is first transformed to the structure expected by the mapping; the data is then 

transferred. Similarly, after transferring data from the database, the resulting document 
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is transformed to the structure needed by the application. This kind of mapping is called 

bidirectional mapping. [15], [30] 

In the following is discussed the two mappings according to Bourret (Bourret, 2002, 

[15]): a table-based mapping and an object-relational (object-based) mapping. Both 

mappings model the data in XML documents rather than the documents themselves. 

This makes the mappings a good choice for data-centric documents and a poor choice 

for document-centric documents. The table-based mapping can't handle mixed content 

at all, and the object-relational mapping of mixed content is extremely inefficient. [15], 

[30] 

5.3.1 Table-Based Mapping 

The table-based mapping is used commonly when the data is transferred between an 

XML document and a relational database. It models XML documents as a single table 

or set of tables. That is, in the structure of an XML document the <database> can con-

tain table elements but table elements cannot contain <database> or additional <table> 

elements, as the following example shows 

   <database> 
      <table1> 
         <row1> 
(5.1)        <column1>...</column1> 
            <column2>...</column2>  table1 
            ...     ----- 
         </row1>      column1  column2   ... 
         <row2>       -------  ------- 
            ...   <=>            
         </row2>              row1      row1    ... 
         ...        row2      row2    ... 
      </table1>        ....      .... 
      <table2> 
         ...     table2 
      </table2>     ------ 
      ...      .... 
   </database> 

The mapping of table columns may vary in different implementations of the table-based 

mapping. It may be possible to specify whether column data is stored as child elements 

or attributes, as well as what names to use for each element or attribute. In addition, 

products that use table-based mappings often optionally include table and column meta-

data either at the start of the document or as attributes of each table or column element. 

In the table-based mapping a table does no need to be literally the database table. When 
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transferring data from the database to XML, a "table" can be any result set; when trans-

ferring data from XML to the database, a "table" can be a table or an updateable view. 

The table-based mapping is useful where the contents of the relational data need to be 

copied somewhere else. Its drawback is that it cannot be used for any XML documents 

that do not match the above format. 

5.3.2 Object-Relational Mapping 

XML and Database by Ronald Bourret chapter 5 [15] defines object relational mapping 

as follows. “The object-relational mapping is used by all XML-enabled relational data-

bases and some middleware products. It models the data in the XML document as a tree 

of objects that are specific to the data in the document. In this model, element types 

with attributes, element content, or mixed content (complex element types) are generally 

modeled as classes. Element types with PCDATA-only content (simple element types), 

attributes, and PCDATA are modeled as scalar properties. The model is then mapped to 

relational databases using traditional object-relational mapping techniques or SQL 3 

object views. That is, classes are mapped to tables, scalar properties are mapped to col-

umns, and object-valued properties are mapped to primary key / foreign key pairs.” 

The name "object-relational mapping" is actually misleading, as the object tree can be 

mapped directly to object-oriented and hierarchical databases. However, it is used be-

cause the significant majority of products that use this mapping use relational databases 

and the term "object-relational mapping" is widely used. [15] 

The object model used in this mapping is not the Document Object Model (DOM), as 

one might think. The DOM models the document itself and is the same for all XML 

documents, while the model described above models the data in the document and is 

different for each set of XML documents that conforms to a given DTD. [15] 

5.3.3 XML Database Technologies - Query Languages 

In the beginning of chapter 6, among the XML technologies were mentioned the query 

languages. At least, tree query languages are currently found in the market. The tem-

plate based query language, SQL-based query languages and XML query languages.  
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5.3.3.1 Template-Based Query Languages 

Template based query language are the most common query languages that return XML 

from relational databases [15]. When such languages are used there is no predefined 

mapping between the document and the database. SQL clauses (such as SELECT state-

ment) statements are embedded in a template in this approach and the results are proc-

essed by the data transfer software. In the following is an example of using the template 

based query language. <SelectStmt> elements are used to include SELECT statements 

and $column-name values are used to determine where the results should be placed: 

    <?xml version="1.0"?> 
     <ProductInfo> 

<Introduction>The following products are available in the stock: 
</Introduction> 

(5.2)  <SelectStmt>SELECT Product, ProdCode, Desciption, Price FROM 
      Products 

</SelectStmt> 
         <Item> 
            <Product>$Product</Product> 
            <ProdCode>$ProdCode</ProdCode> 
            <Desciption>$Desciption </Desciption> 
            <Price>$Price</Price> 
         </Item> 
      <Conclusion>Choose our quality products here.</Conclusion> 
      </ProductInfo> 
 

The result of processing such a template might be the following XML document: 

 
      <?xml version="1.0"?> 
      <ProductInfo> 
(5.3)   <Introduction> The following products are available in the  
        stock: 
     </Introduction> 
        <Products> 
          <Item> 
            <Product>Copy paper</Product> 
            <ProdCode>12345</ProdCode> 
            <Desciption>A4 Laser copy paper 100 sheets</Desciption> 
            <Price>5 €</Price> 
          </Item> 
         ... 
        </Products> 
       <Conclusion>Choose our quality products here </Conclusion> 
      </ProductInfo> 
 

Template-based query languages are used almost exclusively to transfer data from rela-

tional databases to XML documents. Although some products that use template-based 

query languages can transfer data from XML documents to relational databases, they do 

not use their full template language for this purpose. Instead, they use a table-based 

mapping, as described above. [15] 
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5.3.3.2 SQL-Based Query Languages 

Some products use as their query language SQL-based query languages. In such lan-

guages the result of modified SELECT statements are transformed to XML. There are 

implementations of SQL based query languages where nested SELECT statements are 

transformed directly to nested XML according to the object-relational mapping. [15] 

5.3.3.3 XML Query Languages 

Yet there are pure XML query languages. XML query languages can be used over any 

XML document, while template-based query languages and SQL-based query lan-

guages can only be used with relational databases. When XML query languages are 

used with relational databases, the data in the database must be modeled as XML, 

thereby allowing queries over virtual XML documents. [15] 

The usage of XQuery (an XML query language) is described in the XML and Databases 

by Ron Bourret [15]. “With XQuery, either a table-based mapping or an object-

relational mapping can be used. If a table-based mapping is used, each table is treated as 

a separate document and joins between tables (documents) are specified in the query 

itself, as in SQL. If an object-relational mapping is used, hierarchies of tables are treated 

as a single document and joins are specified in the mapping. It appears likely that table-

based mappings will be used in most implementations over relational databases, as these 

appear to be simpler to implement and more familiar to users of SQL”. [15] 

Another XML query language is XPath. XPath must be used with an object-relational 

mapping to do queries across more than one table. This is because XPath does not sup-

port joins across documents. Thus, if the table-based mapping was used, it would be 

possible to query only one table at a time. [7], [15] 

5.3.4 Storing Data in a Native XML Database 

The term "native XML database" first gained prominence in the marketing campaign for 

Tamino, a native XML database from Software AG [15]. Perhaps due to the success of 

this campaign, the term came into common usage among companies developing similar 

products. The drawback of this is that, being a marketing term, it has never had a formal 
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technical definition. [15] The members of the XML:DB mailing list have developed 

their own definition on the native XML database and it can be found in [43].  

It is also possible to store data in XML documents in a native XML database. There are 

several reasons to do this. The first of these is when the data to be stored is semi-

structured. That is, it has a regular structure, but that structure varies enough that map-

ping it to a relational database results in either a large number of columns with null val-

ues (which wastes space) or a large number of tables (which is inefficient). Although 

semi-structured data can be stored in object-oriented and hierarchical databases, it can 

also be stored into a native XML database in the form of an XML document. 

A second reason to store data in a native XML database is retrieval speed. Depending 

on how the native XML database physically stores data, it might be able to retrieve data 

much faster than a relational database. The reason for this is that some storage strategies 

used by native XML databases store entire documents together physically or use physi-

cal (rather than logical) pointers between the parts of the document. This allows the 

documents to be retrieved either without joins or with physical joins, both of which are 

faster than the logical joins used by relational databases. [15] 

One problem with storing data in a native XML database is that most native XML data-

bases can only return the data as XML. (A few support the binding of elements or at-

tributes to application variables.) If your application needs the data in another format 

(which is likely), it must parse the XML before it can use the data. This is clearly a dis-

advantage for local applications that use a native XML database instead of a relational 

database, as it incurs overhead not found in (for example) an ODBC application. It is 

not a problem with distributed applications that use XML as a data transport, since they 

must incur this overhead regardless of what type of database is used. [15] 

5.4 Storing and Retrieving Documents 

There are two basic strategies to storing XML documents: store them in the file system 

as could do with .ini files or as a BLOB in a relational database and accept limited XML 

functionality, or store them in a native XML database [15]. These approaches are briefly 

introduced in following according to Bourret [15]. Again Bourret gives deeper insight to 

the subject in his Web page XML and Databases. 
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5.4.1 Storing Documents in the File System 

The easiest way to store a small documentation set is to do it in the file system. After 

that tools like grep can be used to query them and sed to modify them. (Full text 

searches of XML documents are obviously inaccurate, as they cannot easily distinguish 

markup from text and cannot understand entity usage. However, in a small system, such 

inaccuracies may be acceptable.) Then simple transaction control can place on the 

documents in a version control system such as CVS or RCS. [15] 

5.4.2 Storing Documents in BLOBs 

A slightly more sophisticated option is to store documents as BLOBs (binary large ob-

ject) in a relational database. This provides a number of the advantages of databases: 

transactional control, security, multi-user access, and so on. In addition, many relational 

databases have tools for searching text and can do such things as full-text searches, 

proximity searches, synonym searches, and fuzzy searches. Some of these tools are be-

ing made XML-aware, which will eliminate the problems involved with searching XML 

documents as pure text. [15] 

5.4.3 Native XML Databases 

If more features are needed than described above, a native XML database should be the 

choice. As said Native XML databases are databases designed especially to store XML 

documents. Like other databases, they support features like transactions, security, multi-

user access, programmatic APIs (see chapter 5.8), query languages (see chapter XML 

Query Language 5.7), and so on. The only difference from other databases is that their 

internal model is based on XML and not something else, such as the relational model. 

[15] 

Native XML databases are most clearly useful for storing document-centric documents. 

This is because native XML databases preserve things like document order, processing 

instructions, comments, CDATA sections, and entity usage, while XML-enabled data-

bases do not. Furthermore, native XML databases support XML query languages, al-

lowing the user to ask questions like, "Get me all documents in which the third para-
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graph after the start of the section contains a bold word." Such queries are clearly diffi-

cult to ask in a language like SQL. [15] 

Native XML databases are also useful for storing documents whose "natural format" is 

XML, regardless of what those documents contain. For example, suppose XML docu-

ments are used for messaging in an e-commerce system. Although these documents are 

probably data-centric, their natural format as messages is XML. Thus, when they are 

stored in a message queue, it makes more sense to use a message queue built on a native 

XML database than a non-XML database. The native XML database offers XML-

specific capabilities, such as XML query languages, and will usually be faster at retriev-

ing whole messages. [15] 

5.5 Introduction to SAX and DOM APIs 

Almost all native XML databases offer programmatic APIs. These are considered gen-

erally equivalent to interfaces such as ODBC, JDBC or Perl DBI [44]. The APIs offer 

methods for connecting to the database, exploring metadata, executing queries, and re-

trieving results. Results are usually returned as an XML string, a DOM tree, or a SAX 

Parser or XMLReader over the returned document. If queries can return multiple docu-

ments, then methods for iterating through the result set are available as well [15]. That 

way, the need of converting a database to XML can be avoided [32]. 

One feature that is likely to prove interesting to data-centric applications (and which is 

offered in at least one native XML database) is the ability to bind application variables 

to specific elements or attributes in returned documents. This saves the application from 

having to parse the document in order to build internal data objects, and is likely to be 

more widely supported as the use of XML data binding technologies increases. [15] 

Although most native XML databases offer proprietary APIs, a vendor-neutral XML 

database API has been developed by XML:DB.org. It has been implemented by a num-

ber of native XML databases and may have been implemented over non-native data-

bases as well. [15] 
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The XML APIs follows well the object-oriented design: it is the interface - not the im-

plementation - that matters [32]. In the following SAX or DOM APIs are introduced in 

a general level.  

5.5.1 SAX –Simple API for XML 

SAX is an event-based API for XML written in object-oriented languages like Java, 

C++, or Perl5. It was developed collaboratively during a month of discussion on the 

XML-DEV mailing list. [34] 

With SAX API, the XML parser using SAX driver reports events such as the start and 

end of elements to the application as it walks over the document. Because the parser re-

ports events as it visits different parts of the document, it does not have to build any in-

ternal structure. That reduces the strain on system resources. For XML documents re-

ceived as continuous streams, an event-based API is the only choice. [32], [34] 

5.5.2 DOM –Document Object Model 

The DOM is a standard of the World Wide Web Consortium that creates a tree view of 

an XML document. The DOM provides standard functions for manipulating the ele-

ments in an XML document. Elements have parent-child relations with other elements. 

With this API, the parser builds an internal structure such that an application can navi-

gate it in a treelike fashion. DOM allows an application to have random access to the 

tree-structured document at the cost of increased memory usage. [32] 

5.5.3 XML APIs Used for Databases 

Because of a database's highly regular data-storage structure, it can be mapped into 

data-centric XML documents. For example, a database table can be transformed into an 

XML document with a DTD of the following form:  

 
<!ELEMENT table rows*> 

(5.4) <!ELEMENT rows (column1, column2, ...)> 
<!ELEMENT column1 #PCDATA> 
<!ELEMENT column2 #PCDATA> 
.... 
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With an XML API for databases, the database can be made to look like a virtual XML 

document that allow to store, retrieve, modify and query data in the database. [15,32] In 

the situation like this, the tools using such an XML API need not care whether they are 

operating on a database table or an XML file. [32] In Figure 5 is shown how SAX or 

DOM parser can enable XML tools to work directly with databases. 

   

 

 

5.5.4 SAX or DOM 

In what criteria SAX or DOM API should be chosen? If the document is very large, us-

ing SAX will save significant amounts of memory when compared to using DOM. This 

is especially true if only a few elements are needed in a large document. On the other 

hand, the rich set of standard functions provided by the DOM isn't available when SAX 

is used. [36] 
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5.6 Comparing Relational, text-based and object-oriented approaches 

In Socrates white paper [47] three database paradigms are divided into three category: 

relational, text-based and object-based. In the following the division is introduced and 

certain criteria are chosen for comparison. 

Relational database management systems are ubiquitous and well understood, and there-

fore they are often used with XML. This is typically the case when new technologies are 

just emerging. In the relational approach, XML is mapped to a relational schema as was 

show in the table based mapping in chapter 5.3.1. 

Some XML DBMSs store XML as text strings. To speed searches, the DBMS then in-

dexes the text. The text-based implementations may be stand-alone, text-based database 

systems in their own right, or they can be implemented as VARCHARs or BLOBs in a 

relational system. [47] 

In object-oriented approaches, XML documents reside on the database in an object for-

mat. Each item in the InfoSet becomes an object. For example, each element becomes 

an object. Each attribute in an element becomes an attribute in the object. Relationships 

between elements, their position in the hierarchy, their sequence, etc., are retained. Ex-

ample of object-oriented approach was given in chapter 5.3.2. [47] 

Table 1. The accompanying table compares the three approaches in a score-card 

format 

Criterion Relational Text Object 
Ability to treat XML as data Yes No Yes 
Support all XML syntax No Yes Yes 
Document/Fragment Ma-
nipulation performance 

Some May be low Yes 

Search XML documents Inefficient Efficient Efficient 
Support XML-based APIs Inefficient Inefficient Efficient 
Retain all content No Yes Yes 
Round-tripping No Yes Yes 
Legacy data integration Yes No Yes 

 

A relational approach is probably the worst, substantially limiting the value that XML 

pro-vides. A relational database is useful only for data-centric documents. Simply 
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stated, using a relational system to store general XML is not efficient, except for a very 

small class of problems that use the XML tags merely to name data fields. [47] 

A text-based approach is better, in that it supports the full power of XML. However, 

major functionality is lost in the areas of performance, where data must be constantly 

reparsed into a DOM tree, wasting cycles and memory. Additionally, update capabilities 

are weak, and finally, automated enforcement of integrity constraints needlessly places 

unreasonable burdens upon application programmers, increasing risks and costs. [47] 

An object-based approach provides the best of all worlds: efficient data access and up-

date, including fragment processing capabilities, full support for all XML syntax and 

legacy integration to ease the transition from current storage technologies to future 

XML-oriented applications. To be successful with XML over the long term, an object-

based XML database is by far the best choice. [47] 

5.7 XML Used in a Distributed Application Architecture 

Distributed application architecture means that execution of an application is divided to 

happen in different parts of the network. One way to implement distributed application 

architecture is to use the 3-tier TUXEDO architecture that was introduced in the begin-

ning of this thesis. MV application will be used in Fenix environment which is three-tier 

architecture. In the following the structure of 3-tier XML application is presented. Be-

fore that, a look is taken into two ways to use XML in a distributed application architec-

ture. [35] 

5.7.1 XML Used in and Client-Server Applications 

There are at least two ways to use XML in distributed application architecture. The 

simplest way to use XML-data in distributed application architecture is to send data 

from server to client in a form, where the client is left to create the layout for the docu-

ment. In that case the contents of the document can be modified in the client for exam-

ple by XSLT-processor as described in chapter 4.5.2. It is typical to use style sheet for 

forming the layout. One way to send the service call is to use HTTP [13]. Usually 

HTTP is used for transferring HTML-documents but it can also be used for transferring 
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XML-documents and its style sheet. Certain advantages can be reached in the planning 

of layout and content when XML content and style sheets are sent separately. For ex-

ample it is an advantage if the content of XML document is independent of an applica-

tion and the conversion between the applications is not needed. Also the content of the 

document is more readable and easier to process. [35] 

Another way to use XML in a distributed environment is to transform XML-data into 

HTML format. In that case the server fetches the XML-data from the database and 

sends it in HTML format to the client. Here is a disadvantage of losing the significant 

part of the document structure. Another disadvantage is the strain on the server while 

doing the data conversion. [35] 

How to transform data from XML to HTML is beyond this thesis. More material on the 

subject can be found in [3] and [35], see also chapter 4.5.2 and its references.  

5.7.2 Structure of 3-tier XML Architecture Application 

When the distributed applications have come common, the biggest part of the business 

logic has been move to server side. This has resulted into developing of new type of ap-

plications where the same data can be shown in different client applications like in Web 

and WAP browsers or handheld computers. In Figure 6 is shown how an application 

that utilizes XML is split in 3-tier architecture. [35] 

In the 3-tier XML application, the XML application server is the most important part of 

an application. It is the middleware application between client and server offering 

means of data transfer. There are three functional parts in such an application server. 

The first part is the business application server that presents the business logic for the 

client, like in any 3-tier application. Second part is the XML parser that transforms the 

calls from the client that are in XML format, into a format that the business application 

server can understand. (The reply messages are also transformed into XML format.)  

Third part the application server has is a metadata handler that processes the metadata 

in the calls and replies and stores it into database. The metadata can be such as device 

configuration. [35] 
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Figure 6 Three-tier XML application 

 

In such 3 tier application the client application does not have to know about the imple-

mentation of the application server, but the metadata handler interprets the calls for the 

server. When sending the reply the application server does not have to know about the 

implementation of the client, but metadata handler can take the information concerning 

the client from the database. [35] 

When the application server operates in the Web, into application server can be added 

HTTP-server, which is to offer the means of data transfer. In addition, into the applica-

tion server can be added a file system, which is to map the XML document structure 

into database structure, as described in chapter 5.3. The file system identifies the docu-

ment structure and seeks the corresponding database structure by means of DTD or 

schema language. [35] 
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6 MESSAGE MONITORING AND TESTING 

In this chapter are presented the steps for building MV application using earlier studied 

techniques. The two alternative ways for viewing messages XML-based and C++ Vis-

ual Studio used with Phobos are shown. The advantages and disadvantages of both im-

plementation techniques are evaluated and the best is chosen for the implementation. 

Also solutions to message error handling problems are presented. In other words, mes-

sage monitoring and testing is taken into practice. 

6.1 XML-Based Message Viewing 

Firstly, the phases and decisions is listed that should be dealt with to implement the MV 

application, based on earlier studies, using XML. The implementation is left out, if 

XML is not chosen to an implementation means. In order to define and implement an 

MV application using XML it would take at least following decisions and steps. 

6.1.1 Procedure for Writing XML-based MV Application 

1. Learn EBNF. 

To write any XML element is in vain if EBNF syntax is not understood well. (For more 

information see chapter 4.2.4.) 

2. Decide to use valid XML document or well-formed. 

It must be decided if a DTD is written for message document to make the documents 

valid or is it enough to be satisfied with a well-formed document. Or is even XML 

schema [46] used. (For more information see chapter 4.4.) 

3. Choose an XML parser (and tools) and install them into Fenix environment 

The greatest factor in selecting a parser is weather it validates documents. So, what is 

decided in the step two has a direct implication on the step three. In order to install the 

parser in the Fenix environment the directory should be chosen for the parser, for possi-

ble message XML files and DTD file. In this phase, it would be good to choose suitable 

editor for XML editing. Also running the XML parser against the XML files must be 

tried and XML debugging should be learned. If it is decided that the content of XML 

message documents need editing suitable XML content editor should be chosen.  
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4. Define XML elements and attributes 

Define XML elements and attributes for message document and DTD, if it is chosen to 

use DTD or seek from the Web if suitable DTD can be downloaded. For example, 

DTDs can be downloaded in [25]. (For more information see chapter 4.2.) 

5. Decide the database paradigm (if XML database techniques are used) 

What database paradigm to choose is discussed in chapter 5. This would be probable the 

biggest issue if all possible XML database solutions would be evaluated for the MV. 

Here the questions should be asked concerning the used XML documents: Why to use 

database in the first place? What storage option is used, file-based data server, database 

management system based (DBMS-based) data server or native XML storage solution; 

is the XML documents data-centric or document-centric or is even hybrid model [45] 

chosen; is table-based or object mapping used; is relational and object or hierarchical 

database the best solution; is the third party middleware or XML-enabled database used 

for storing data-centric XML or is Native XML database system used for documents; 

what SQL query language to use? And many other database related questions.  

(In the case of MV application, there is existing relational database where the messages 

are stored and the messages are data-centric the most reasonable option would be to 

choose the relation database as XML database option. For this reason to implement a 

native XML database for Message Viewer would not be reasonable.) 

a) In which form the document is send from the server to client? 

It was thought from the beginning when XML solution came into mind to send the 

XML document from server to client in a form, where the client is left to create the lay-

out for the document.  

In that case it would be need to design a XML-to-T-IPC and T-IPC-to-XML converters, 

e.g. mapping solutions discussed in chapter 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. The XML-converters would 

convert the TietoIPC messages into XML messages and vice versa. Probable the best 

solution would be reached with table based mapping since there already is a table struc-

ture for message. 

b) If API is used choose SAX or DOM 

If programmable API is chosen for the application here it would be need to decide about 

the SAX or DOM API. If the document is very large, using SAX will save significant 

amounts of memory when compared to using DOM. This is especially true if only a few 
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elements are needed in a large document. On the other hand, the rich set of standard 

functions provided by the DOM isn't available when SAX is chosen. [23] 

(For more information see chapter 5.5.) 

6. Decide the structure of XML application 

It must be decided if the software used in distributed environment. Is the three tier archi-

tecture the choice or is XML application used through JDBC like connection. Is the 

XML document layout formed in the client or is the XML transformed into HTML in 

the server? Is HTTP used for sending service calls? Etc. (For more information see 

chapter 5.7.) 

7. Is XSL or CSS used for styling? 

XSL gives the features in CSS, but it adds to it XSLT, that can be used for example 

generating HTML web pages from XML data and other advanced and more complex 

styling features. (For more information see chapter 4.5.) 

8. Design the style sheets for this document 

In order to give the XML-document a look, a style sheet either XSL or CSS is needed. 

The other way to do the document styling is to use XSLT to transform XML-document 

into HTML for viewing the document in a Web browser. So in this phase the style sheet 

or XSLT transformation is needed to be design. In order to create a style sheet for an 

XML document, it is possible either to enter the commands via a text editor or use styl-

ing software that automates some of the functions. In chapter 4.6.3 are mentioned some 

styling software. 

6.1.2 XML Technology Evaluated for MV Application 

When preliminary research was done comparing XML technique with Visual C++ and 

Phobos technique, it was assumed that using XML the MV application's implementation 

phase would be short. This assumption was done since Fenix Standard Messages (FSM) 

has standard structure and document structure description is the most important feature 

in XML. It would be important to have short implementation phase for MV since there 

were quite many errors in the messages and it takes much time for developers to do 

message clarification work. 

Secondly, it was assumed that XML is quite easy to learn and also there are XML de-

velopers in TietoEnator among those who build the services for Partner Web (Fenix 
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Web interface) who could give XML implementation support. Thus, XML as an im-

plementation means would not be too awkward.  

Thirdly, there would be an advantage when using XML with Fenix Standard Messages 

(FSM) that maintenance and further development of MV application would not take that 

much effort. This assumption was made because FSM is quite stabilized and robust 

technique for Fenix Messaging and XML used upon FSM would be stable solution.  

Fourthly, XML is fast becoming an industry standard for data exchange, because of its 

ability to separate content from presentation [32]. And in the future XML will possibly 

be used as parallel messaging means also in Fenix. The MV application build on XML 

could also show these XML-based messages. At least for these reasons XML is worth 

considering technique for the MV application.  

When these advantages are evaluated against the steps defined. It can be said, that at 

least developing MV application using latest XML database techniques the MV applica-

tion would not in usage as shortly as needed. Of course the application might be sophis-

ticated in that case. But since the application does not belong to the customer’s core 

business, even though it would give a lot of benefit, the development resources would 

be too scarce for such a task. 

To use XML only in the publishing of message data in the client might be reasonable. 

But making queries into the database would need an interactive user interface with GUI 

components. For these purposes, other unknown technologies would be needed. Yet 

possibly HTTP would be need to use in data transfer, which would make the things 

more complicated. 

6.2 Phobos and Visual C++ Based Message Viewing 

In this chapter it is tried to list, based on earlier studies, the difficulties what would have 

to be solved to implement the MV application using Visual C++ and Phobos techniques. 

MV application would need specific skills even when implemented using Phobos and 

Visual C++. In the following is discussed some technical skills requiring tasks and solu-

tions to them are sought when building MV client using the Visual C++ and Phobos.  
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6.2.1 Technical Issues in Client Side 

Firstly, it would need to use different type and number of fields in the spreadsheets for 

send and received messages, because temporary message tables for send and received 

message differ. This could be solve using two spreads over each other and hide the 

other spread, when the other is active. Other solution would be to construct the spread 

fields dynamically and not to use static fields in the spread at all.  

Secondly, message tree would be needed to construct using Phobos tree component for 

segments and to connect the tree component to message content spread for easy seg-

ment-by-segment message content viewing in a message tree.  

Thirdly, it would be good to build report of the message in the human readable format. 

That would be done either using Fenix reporting programs or a HTML file could be 

constructed from the message content and that file could passed to a Web browser for 

viewing.  

6.2.2 Technical Issues in Server Side 

In the server side issues, the biggest concern is choosing the suitable parser solution. 

There are two options for parser implementation. Firstly, it is possible to use the exist-

ing FSM parser for MV application. In this case, it is a problem that the fields are of 

different type in the message parser and it is not easy to load the data with different type 

to spread. This is because type checking should be done for every FML-field and after 

that the spread row for that type should to be constructed. Second option is to build own 

simpler parser for MV application that ignores the field types handles every field in a 

message as string type and shows them in the spreadsheet in a string format. In this case 

the message could be loaded into one FML column in the TUXEDO FML buffer. And 

the segments could be separated in the TUXEDO message with segment indexing.  

The second issue in the server side is where to get names for the message fields since in 

FSM field values are identified by position and not by name. The suggested solution in 

Visual C++ and TUXEDO implementation would be to use the parser’s FML-field 

names, found in message mapping tables, for describing field names in the MV tool. 

The negative side in this solution is that FML field names are used for technical pur-
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poses and are not always describing the fields in a standard way. The other negative side 

here is that it is possible that developers have used a FML field for specific message 

field just by type even tough the name is not matching to the content. However using 

FML fields for describing the message field contents would save from writing new 

fieldname macros or database table for field names into MV application. 

The third issue in the server side is where to get names for the control segment in FSM. 

It would be good to show field names in the MV application also for those segments. 

But the problem is that there are not FML-fields for control segments in message map-

ping files. This could be solved so that for control segment field names and missing 

field names in the data segments could be designed a database table (or write macro 

names) to contain the names.  

6.2.3 Visual C++ and Phobos Technology Evaluated for MV Application 

When preliminary research was done comparing XML technique with Visual C++ and 

Phobos technique the following advantages in the using of Microsoft Visual C++ and 

Phobos library were found.  Since Fenix user interface has been developed using Micro-

soft Visual C++ and Phobos library those techniques are quite well know among Fenix 

developers and therefore using them would be quite straightforward. It was also thought 

as an advantage in using Visual C++ and Phobos that MV application would be techni-

cally consistent with other Fenix applications.  

The drawback was earlier found with Phobos that it is not very well documented and 

therefore if there is not an example of the usage of some component in Fenix code the 

usage of the component might be difficult. 

Above were discussed some possible difficult issues while using Visual C++ and Pho-

bos technique in MV development. It seems that difficult issues could be limited to a 

certain cases and the solutions were found for every case.  

6.3 The Results of Evaluation of MV Technologies 

Based on the studies of both implementation techniques above, Visual C++ and Phobos 

technique and XML techniques, and considering the fact that MV application would be 
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needed in a short time it would be more reasonable to implement MV application using 

known Visual C++ and Phobos technique. Since, Visual C++ and Phobos were chosen 

it is logical to use familiar three-tier TUXEDO technology as architectural solution for 

the application. Also, the mentioned thin client principle - in which the client is used 

only as an input device for gathering the user input and the program logic is imple-

mented into the server - should be used. The MV application logic covers message 

parser logic and the logic for searching messages in the database. For this purpose the 

old 2-tier based model-collection thinking mentioned in chapter 2.7 will be rejected.  

In Appendix II are presented Figures for Message Viewer’s main windows. In Appen-

dix I and Appendix II can be compared the message viewing in a string format and in 

Message Viewer application format. The comparable advantage is reached in the mes-

sage viewing with MV application. The following procedure can be used in the MV im-

plementation. 

6.3.1 Procedure for Writing MV Application 

CLIENT SIDE 

1. Define the client and implement it using facilities and methods offered by Visual 

C++ and Phobos.   

Following screens and their logic should be designed: 

• Main Message Viewer window for messages queries into temporary message ta-

bles. 

• Message tree dialog for viewing message content and message parser limits for 

message fields.  

• Edit message dialog for message editing. This window would be left out later 

when message editing functionality would be build into message tree. But in the 

early phase it would be faster to implement different message editing dialog 

where the message string would be edited in the string format. 

• Error message window for viewing message errors in the ERRORLOG and 

MSGERROR tables. 

2. Define and implement the reporting concept for the message content. 

3. Design support for Re-Send/Re-Receive buttons in the client. 
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SERVER SIDE 

1. Define new database table where to put the names for the control segment and 

metadata fields. 

2. Define and implement TUXEDO services to query old messages from the tempo-

rary message tables.  

Following service queries should be defined and implemented. 

• All messages query by timestamp for well parsed messages 

• All messages query by insert date for well parsed messages 

• Error message query for well parsed messages that were rejected by the business 

message server  

• Error message query for messages in MSGERROR table that were rejected by 

the parser 

3. Define and implement the SQL queries into message mapping tables for FML-

field names.  

(Use the FML-field names from message mapping table to describe the message field 

content.) Join the FML-field names into result set of the queries from the temporary 

message tables. 

4. Either use old parser or write the new one as described in the chapter 6.4.2. 

a) Old parser solution 

• call the message parser with the logical message buffer 

• pass the parsed buffer into client for constructing message three and the spread-

sheet fields according to the data types in the message buffer 

b) New parser solution 

• put the data into string FML-fields  

• pass the buffer into the client using tuxedo 

• mark with index the segment start and end  

5. Define and implement save-function for the modified message.  

Messages should be modified as physical messages, because it would be difficult to edit 

long logical messages and saving logical message would take too much effort. 

6. Define and implement ReSend/Re-Receive functions in the server. 
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For these functions the sending and receiving old server code can be utilized. The func-

tions have to be build into TUXEDO domain since TietoIPC domain is not visible for 

TUXEDO client. Because the sending and receiving server are in the TietoIPC domain 

and business logic servers are in the TUXEDO domain, the TietoIPC domain and its 

servers can be set visible to TUXEDO domain using UNIX environment variables. Be-

low this procedure is presented the detailed procedure for Resend and Re-receive -

functions. 

7. Define and implement functions for fetching errors. 

Messaging errors should be fetched from the ERRORLOG table and long technical 

message errors from MSGERROR table. Every field in the spread is created as string 

type field and no type checking is needed. 

 

PROCEDURES FOR RESEND AND RE-RECEIVE FUNCTIONS 
Below are introduced the procedures for Resend and Re-receive –functions and in the 

procedures are referred to Figure 7. 

Procedure for Resend 
1.a) Message Viewer ReSend function builds a logical message out of physical mes-

sages found in MSGPARTOUT and MSGERROR tables. To pick up the physical mes-

sage parts from those tables is not an easy task. In Appendix III is introduced an algo-

rithm for that. 

2.a) Call a MsgPara service to get the old destination nodes from MSGPARADEST ta-

ble for the given message. 

3.a) Connect to TietoIPC and call TietoIPC client to send an old logical message for 

anew to destination nodes. 

4.a) MSGPARTOUT.MSGSTAT is set to 2.  

Procedure for Re-receive 

1.b) Message Viewer ReReceive function builds a logical message out of physical parts 

found in MSGPARTIN and MSGERROR tables. To pick up the physical message parts 

from those tables is not an easy task. In the Appendix III is introduced an algorithm for 

that. 

2.b) Create a new parser object for a message to be sent and call the parser to parse an 

old logical message into FML. 
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3.b) ReReceive service then sends the logical message to appropriate Tuxedo service as 

defined in message mappings (Message context service). 

4.b) Message service fills in missing data if necessary,  controls the transaction and util-

izes the normal Fenix business services to execute the request. The data is updated to 

Fenix database structures by business services. 

5.b) MSGPARTIN.MSGSTAT is set to 2. 

 

Figure 7 Resend and Re-receive function logic in Message Viewer 
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6.4 Error Handling in Fenix Messaging 

A good error handling mechanism is an essential part of the Fenix Messaging. This is 

mainly for the following reasons. As has been said in the goals of this work, Fenix Mes-

saging is very prone to errors. Firstly, while communicating a long list of parameters 

between different mill systems there is always a change that some parameter is not care-

fully enough defined and will therefore result in out of given limits. Secondly, there 

were not proper tools for testing message servers when they were developed and there-

fore coding errors in the servers have been unavoidable. Thirdly, when Fenix system is 

enlarging and new mill systems are being connected to Fenix system, it is reality that 

Fenix Messaging interfaces are not understood well enough and wrong data is being 

send into Fenix. Anyhow the message servers are a very critical part for the whole sys-

tem and bugs in them cause major harm for the proper function of the whole system. 

Furthermore finding and correcting the bugs is taking a lot of time from Fenix develop-

ers – time they could have been used for further developing the system. 

One of the goals of this thesis was to analyze shortcomings in the FM error handling 

and Event Log program, and find amendments to them. Below is presented the picture 

of the Event Log program’s main window. Event Log program in Figure 8 read the ta-

ble ERRORLOG in the database, where the message error text has been saved with 

some criteria values for searching errors. As the program’s user interface tells, errors 

can be sought from database with several criteria. However, in many cases the error has 

been saved with out criteria values and therefore the program is not as usable as it could 

be.  
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Figure 8 Event Log application’s main screen 
 
 

6.4.1 Problems in Fenix Messaging Error Handling and Event Log 

There have been some shortcomings in the FM error handling and Event Log program. 

In the following those problems are discussed and solutions to them presented.  

Message and Error Log Tables Were Lacking Common Key 
Firstly ERRORLOG table did not have a reasonable key value to connect error text to 

the message in the temporary message (MSGPARTIN/MSGPARTOUT) tables in the 

database.  

The solution to this problem would be that message’s creator node and timestamp 

would be saved into ERRORLOG table fields EVENTATTR3 and EVENTATTR4 

every time an error happens in message servers as shown in Figure 8. 

Messages Rejected by the Parser Were not Saved 
Secondly one problem with messages coming into Fenix was that with incorrect data 

they were rejected by the parser and were not saved into temporary message tables. 

These messages were left into TietoIPC log file and none would seek them there. 
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Solution to that problem was that if the parser would reject the message with erroneus 

data it would not be saved into defaul temporary tables but would be saved into new 

table MSGERROR. 

Error text field too short in the ERRORLOG table 
On shortcoming in message error handling was that error text field was too short to con-

tain the whole the whole error message. This was because the maximum length for a 

database field was 255 characters. In some cases the most important part of the error 

text was in the part that overflowed 255 characters and would not be saved into data-

base. 

Solution to this problem was that into MSGERROR table (mentioned above) would be 

created ERRORTEXT field with text pointer, where could be saved longer error mes-

sages. 

Developers did not have guidelines for message error handling 
There have been many developers developing message servers and there where not sin-

gle documented guideline for using FM error handling for them. It showed that all de-

velopers had not even understood exception handling and they had used it only because 

they took examples from other message servers. The result had been quite unstable error 

handling from the whole FM point of view. 

Well planned C++ status handling strategy and its systematic implementation through 

all messaging areas was found as a solution for a robust error handling in Fenix Messag-

ing concept.  

In following general level status handling strategy is presented for the Fenix message 

handling according to principles mentioned in the chapter 3.8.3. Detailed action level 

strategy is left beyond this thesis. 

6.4.2 Status Handling Strategy for Fenix Messaging  

1. Fenix status handling should cover Fenix Trace File, return value handling and ex-

ception usages.  

2. The Fenix program should use exceptions only in error situations. When either the 

processed data is corrupt or program, operating system or hardware has errors.  
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3. To make programs exception safe catch blocks should not be too long, maximum is 

half the screen level for the catch block code. And every function call in the catch block 

should be provided with try-catch block or at least catch the exception in the one step 

down in the call stack. 

4. In Fenix CTxException -class exception is thrown every time a server or procedure 

call fails. Developers can also throw CTxException -class exception in the Fenix server 

when ever it seems relevant, but only in error situations. 

In Fenix, CRuException -class exception is thrown by the developer in the Fenix client 

or server when ever it seems relevant, but only in error situations. Every time an excep-

tion is throw all the criteria that are defined in the Event Log program and that can be 

got from the failed process should be throw with the exception for saving into ERROR-

LOG table. 

5. The program should catch exceptions in the same or in the calling functions, untie the 

exception content and save it into database or into log file.  

6. To prevent a process from crashing unnecessarily with an unhandled exception the 

program should catch exceptions in the same or in the calling functions. 

7. In case of unrecoverable bugs the user should get error message and after that pro-

gram should crash. 

8. For every programmer should be given training in using exceptions, in using Fenix 

tracing and in status handling strategy. And they should be told to write code where 

they use exceptions correctly. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

The first goal for this thesis was to implement tools for testing the message servers. 

Second goal was implement a tool for monitoring the correctness of messages’ content. 

These two goals could be reached by the implementation of the Message Viewer appli-

cation with the features: message can be viewed in a field and segment level in a parsed 

message tree, old messages can be manually modified, re-send and re-received.  

For the MV application client the XML client implementation techniques and Microsoft 

Visual C++ used with TietoEnator’s Phobos Library of Interactive C++ Classes were 

studied and the advantages and disadvantages for both techniques were evaluated. There 

were not found any major preference in either of the techniques. And both techniques 

could have been used in the final MV implementation.  

Based on the studies of both implementation techniques, Visual C++ used with Phobos 

library and XML techniques, and considering the fact that MV application would be 

need in a short time it was considered more reasonable to implement MV application 

using know Visual C++ and Phobos technique. The three-tier TUXEDO was chosen to 

the architecture of the application. These technologies were chosen because the risks 

with new technology were wanted to minimize. The procedure to implement the MV 

application was figured out and based on the procedure the application was imple-

mented. 

The studied implementation methods are general and can be used when implementing 

similar applications into similar environments. Also the steps to implement MV applica-

tion with XML were figured out for later projects of similar type. The major advantage 

of XML was that is was suitable for structural data as Fenix Standard Messages.  

The third goal for this thesis was to analyze current message error monitoring concept 

and seek amendments for it. That goal was reached by finding technical solutions to 

shortages in the current Event Log program and exception handling problems. 

With the Message Viewer application can be met the most of the current integration and 

system test requirements, but it is not enough for the message regression testing. In the 

future the mentioned Virtual Mill idea could be further studied and even better message 
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testing platform for the message regression testing could be developed. Current Mes-

sage Viewer implementation is good base for that project. 
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APPENDICES 
 
 
Appendix I, 1 
 
TietoIPC Message String 
ADR\0300062\0300000295\03TV215717131594\03001\03FENIX     \03SKOGHALL  
\03\03\04MHD\0300029\03USTATUS\0301\03A\03Q\03\04UST\0300112\03R\03K1
NL-100001\03001\03071111\0301764100121814\03P\031\030\030\030\030\030\030 
\030\030\030\030\030\030\030\03\0320020606171315\03DATA\03\03\03\03\03\03\03\
03\03\03\03\04UTO\0300076\03R\03K1NL-100001\03001\03071111 
\030184305022181400\03K2NL-100001\03001\03000502\03\04URU\0300087 
\03A\03IOBE-000021\03001\0300001\0313543510000201\030728\03K41PE306893 
\0320010914112500\03IMPE3\04ECM\0300016\0300005\04 
 
In the string, segments are highlighted. The message string can be in maximum 32 K 

bytes when it is sent over TCP/IP. If the message is longer that 32 K bytes the messages 

it will be split into parts. These 32 k byte parts of a logical message are called physical 

messages or continuing messages. 

 
The Message Description of USTATUS Message 

 

ADR 
M1 

In/Out 

MHD 
M1 

In/Out 
UST 

In/Out 

ECM/EFP 
M1 

In/Out 

G1 C∞
UTO 

In/Out 

G2 C∞
URU 
In/Out 

G3 C∞

 
 

Table 1 Message segments 

ADR  Address segment 
MHD  Message header segment 
UST Unit Statuses segment 
UTO Unit mill order line change information 
URU Row Material use (unit level) 
EFP   End of foreparts (if logical message is split in 

several physical messages) 
ECM End of logical message 

 
 

M = Mandatory 
C = Conditional 
O = Optional 
∞ = Unlimited number of repetitions 
99 = Maximum number of repetitions 
In/Out= Whether the segment is used for 
Inbound and/or Outbound  (from Fenix 
point of view) message transferring  
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Appendix I, 2 
 

Table 2 Message Field Description for MHD segment 

Data M/C Format Explanation 
SEGID M an3 Segmentid 

- MHD 
SEGLENGTH M N5 Length of segment 
MSGID M an10 Identification of material type 

- USTATUS 
MSGVERS M n2 Version number of message 
MSGFUNC M an1 Function code 

- M = Modify 
Modify separate  unit informa-
tion like status 
R = Replace 
Replaces data (basically same 
function as ‘M. in this case) 

MSGQUIT O an1 Request of answer  
MSGKEY O an..40 Unit id. 
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Appendix II, 1 
 

 

Figure 1 Message Viewer’s Main Window for Querying Messages 
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Appendix II, 2 

 

Figure 2 Message Viewer's Window for Viewing Message Content 
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Appendix III, 1 
 
Algorithm for Selecting Physical Messages from MSGPARTIN and MSGERROR 
Tables 
 
//get the parameter for message data 
msg.GetString (MSGPARTIN_MSGTIMESTAMP, timeStamp, 0); 
msg.GetString (MSGPARTIN_MSGCREANODE, creaNode, 0); 
msg.GetLong (MSGPARTIN_MSGSEQNBR, lSeqNbr, 0); //this is 
         //optional 
 
//fetch message data 
 
//fetch physical message part(s) from the MSGPART(IN/OUT) 
clause = "select MSGBUF, MSGSEQNBR from MSGPARTIN where MSGCREANODE = '" + creaNode + "' 
and MSGTIMESTAMP = '" + timeStamp + "'"; 
if(lSeqNbr!=-1) { 
 seqNbr = num.NumberToString (lSeqNbr); 
 clause += " and MSGSEQNBR = " + seqNbr + " "; 
} 
clause += " ORDER BY MSGSEQNBR"; 
txFT->ExecStatement (clause, tempReplyMsgPartIn, QueryBinds1); 
 
//count the number of received parts from MSGPARTIN 
occCountMsgPartIn = tempReplyMsgPartIn.Occurrences (MSGPARTIN_MSGSEQNBR); 
 
 
//make sure there are no gaps in the sequence numbers 
//if there are gaps try to fill them with the physical messages from MSGERROR table 
 
//get the first part from the received parts 
if(tempReplyMsgPartIn.Present(MSGPARTIN_MSGSEQNBR, 0L))  
{ 

seqNoMsgPartIn =  tempReplyMsgPartIn.GetLongValue(MSGPARTIN_MSGSEQNBR, 0L); 
pMsg = tempReplyMsgPartIn.GetStringValue (MSGPARTIN_MSGBUF, 0L); 

} 
 
//if the first message part is missing, 
//try to fetch it from MSGERROR table 
if ( seqNoMsgPartIn != 1 )  
{ 

clause = "select MSGBUF, MSGSEQNBR from MSGERROR where MSGCREANODE = '" + creaN-
ode + "' and MSGTIMESTAMP = '" + timeStamp + "'"; 

 clause += " ORDER BY MSGSEQNBR"; 
txFT->ExecStatement (clause, tempReplyMsgError, QueryBinds1); 

 msgErrCalled = TRUE; 
 

//count the number of received parts from MSGERROR 
occCountMsgErr = tempReplyMsgError.Occurrences (MSGPARTIN_MSGSEQNBR); 

 
//try get the first part from the received parts 
//if the first part is not found thow exception 

 
if(tempReplyMsgError.Present(MSGPARTIN_MSGSEQNBR, 0L))  
{  

seqNoMsgPartIn = tempReplyMsgError.GetLongValue (MSGPARTIN_MSGSEQNBR, 
0L); 

  if ( seqNoMsgPartIn != 1 ) 
throw CTxException (RU_CONTEXT, "First message part missing"); 

 } 
} 
 
//sum the received parts 
occCount = occCountMsgPartIn + occCountMsgErr; 
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Appendix III, 2 
 
//try to assemble logical message  
//go through the received parts and  
//while not termination part (ECM) found 
while(seqNoMsgPartIn == 1 || -1 == lMsg.FindNext("ECM", -1) ) { 
 partFound = FALSE; 
 ++prevSeqNo; 
 occMsgPartIn = prevOccMsgPartIn; 

//seek through parts that were received from //MSGPART(IN/OUT) table 
while (tempReplyMsgPartIn.GetLong (MSGPARTIN_MSGSEQNBR, seqNoMsgPartIn, 
occMsgPartIn) && 
tempReplyMsgPartIn.GetString(MSGPARTIN_MSGBUF, pMsg, occMsgPartIn))  
{ 

//if the sequence number of a received part is //equal to prevSeqNo + 1 
and (received part is //equal to parameter sequence number 

  //or parameter sequence number is not given (=-1)) 
  //add the part into logical message 

if (seqNoMsgPartIn == prevSeqNo &&  
(seqNoMsgPartIn == lSeqNbr || lSeqNbr == -1))  
{ 

   lMsg += pMsg; 
   //generate report 
   seqNbr = num.NumberToString (seqNoMsgPartIn); 

report += seqNbr + ". msg part got from the table MSGPARTIN\n"; 
   prevOccMsgPartIn++; 
   partFound = TRUE; 
  } 
  occMsgPartIn++; 
 
 } 
 //if part was not found from MSGPART(IN/OUT) table, 

//fill the missing with the parts found from MSGERROR 
 if(!partFound)  

{ 
  //if a part was not found from MSGPART(IN/OUT) and 
  //part is not yet fetched from MSGERROR table 
  //fetch them in this phase 
  if (msgErrCalled == FALSE ) 

clause = "select MSGBUF, MSGSEQNBR from MSGERROR where MSGCREANODE 
= '" + creaNode + "' and MSGTIMESTAMP = '" + timeStamp + "'"; 

   clause += " ORDER BY MSGSEQNBR"; 
txFT->ExecStatement (clause, tempReplyMsgError, QueryBinds1); 

  msgErrCalled = TRUE; 
occCountMsgErr = tempReplyMsgError.Occurrences (MSGPARTIN_MSGSEQNBR); 

  occCount = occCountMsgPartIn + occCountMsgErr; 
 
 } 
 //go through the received parts 

//while not termination part found 
 occMsgError = prevOccMsgErr; 

while(tempReplyMsgError.GetLong(MSGPARTIN_MSGSEQNBR, seqNoMsgError, occMsgError) 
&& tempReplyMsgError.GetString(MSGPARTIN_MSGBUF, pMsg, occMsgError))  
{ 

if (seqNoMsgError == prevSeqNo &&  
(seqNoMsgPartIn == lSeqNbr || lSeqNbr == -1))  
{ 

  lMsg += pMsg; 
prevOccMsgErr++; 
//generate report 
seqNbr = num.NumberToString (seqNoMsgError); 
report += seqNbr + ". msg part got from the table MSGERROR\n"; 

 } else { 
  //if a part is not found thow exception 
  if (occCountMsgErr == occMsgError) 

throw CTxException (RU_CONTEXT, prevSeqNo + "Message part 
missing"); 

 } 
  occMsgError++; 
 } 

 } 
 //break if all physical messages are gone through 
 if(loop++ > occCount)  

{ 
  if(lSeqNbr == -1) 
   //mark message as not logical 

replyMsg.ChangeLong (MSGPARTIN_MSGSEQNBR, -1, 0L); 
   break; 
 } 
 //initialize the sequence number to 0 
 seqNoMsgPartIn = 0; 
} 
 


